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This report is submitted t o  the NASA Iangley Research Center i n  
pa r t i a l  fulfillment of Master Ageemat  Contract Number NAS 1-10635-22. 
Part of t h i s  contract involves the revision of an exist ing d ig i t a l  program 
t o  analyze the s t a b i l i t y  of models mounted on a two-cable mount system use? i n  
the  LRC 16' t ramonic  dynamics tunnel. The program revisions, discussed i n  
t h i s  report, w i l l  allow for analysis of an act ive  feeciback control  system 
t o  be used for  controlling the free-flying models. This report is considered 
a supplement t o  CR-132313 and not a replacement fo r  it. 
Mr. R. Herr of the NASA Langley Resecch Center i s  the  technical 
nwcltor. Mr. Frederick Berger of the  Gruolman Aerospace Corporation is  the  
Master Agreement program manager, and Mr. Paul Barbero i s  the  project 
engineer. 
LIST OF SY3BlLS 
= Command voltage from feedback loop w volts 
= Externally applied input voltage h/ volts 
= Total voltage t o  torque motor tw volts 
= Friction i n  active cable system h/ in. 1bs/rps 
= Ampert.s i n  motor u amps 
= Iner t ia  of actlve cable system w inches 4 
= Motor torque constent N in. lbs/amp 
= Wtor velocity constent N volts/rps 
= Model pitch ra te  feedback gain /v volts/rps 
= Pitch motor rate (tachometer) feedback gain h/ volts/rps 
= Mtor  position feedback gain N volts/rad 
= Model yaw rate  feedback gain - volts/z-ps 
= Yaw motor r a t e  feedback gain /J volts/rps 
= Motor position feedback gain - volts/rad 
= Motor armature inductance henry 
= Rolling moment hr f t  . lb  . 
= Pitching moznent ft. lb. 
= Yawing momnt e u  f t .  lb. 
= Output torque from motor h* in. lb.  
= b a d  torque on motor rr/ in. lb. 
= Motor a rmture  resistance rr/ ohms 
= Torque motor pulley radius rr, in .  
= Laplace operator 
= Cable tension change lbs. 
= One half the t o t a l  cable tension change due t o  active cable 
system ( A T ~ - A T ~ )  N lbs.  
= Front cable tension change due t o  fixed length contraint w l b s .  
iii 
ATfb = one half  the cable tension change due t o  feeaback = $ T h, lbs. 
ATi = B t e r n a l l j  applied tension change lbs. 
& T = Tension change on one side of torque motor - lbs. 
X = Axial force exerted on model w l b s  . 
Y = Side force exerted on model rv lbs .  
Z = Vertical  force exerted on model /u lbs. 
( x ,  y, z)= Kodel t ransla t ional  displacement /v f t .  
(9;$, +)= MDdel angular d i s p l a c e ~ n t  i n  pitch, .yaw, and r o l l  resp. rad .  
B 
g 
= Later ia l  wind gust rv rad. 
- =% = Vertical  wind gust u rad. 
sa = Aileron de f lec  t i o w  rad. 
6, = Elevator deflection /r rad. 
6, = Rudder deflection& rad. 
= Vertical  plane torque motor pulley angular displacenrentm rad. 
= e l  plane to, ,tor pulley angular d i ~ p l a c e w ~ t  rad. 
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I n  accordance with the  r e q u i r a e n t s  s e t  f o r t h  unaer NASA b'aster Agree- 
ment NAS 1-1063 5, Development and bplf=ntation of Space Shut t le  S t ruc tu ra l  
Dynamics Modeling Technology - Task Order Number 22, the  following repcrt i s  
submitted. 
Contained i n  t h i s  report i s  a discussion of the  updates t o  the d i g i t a l  
cmputer  p r o g m  o r i g i c r l l y  wri t ten  lmder Task Order Number 9 and described 
i n  NASA-CR-l32313. The or ig inal  pro- modeled t h e  dynamic c h e m c t e r i s t i c s  
of aeroela s t i c a l l y -  scaled models "flo-a" on t h e  two-cable mount syst  a i n  
t h e  Langley Research Cen5er 16' Transonic D y n d c s  l b n e l .  The updated 
d i g i t a l  program cont t ics  the  or ig inal  equations plus the  necessary a d d i t i o ~ a l  
equations t o  model an ac t ive  feedback system presently being de-reloped. 
The capabi l i ty  of e ~ a l y z i n g  a proposed new snubber system i s  a l so  tncluded. 
Frogran opt iors  and c;-iitput have beer, ex-gr;ar,Zed t o  incliide CL- leete t r a ~ s f e r  
function charac te r i s t i c s  (numerator and defiominator), frequency response 
data, wind-off a ~ d  f ree  a i r f r m e  (w/o cable e f f e c t s )  character is t ics .  
The discussions i n  this report will cover only t h e  changes zade t o  the  
o r ig ina l  program. It i s  assurced t h a t  CR-132313 w i l l  be used i n  conjw-ction 
with this report t o  obtain understanding of t h e  program. 
2.0 ACTNE FEEDBACK C O ~ ~ O L  S S E M  LOGIC 
The purpose of the  active feedback control  system is t o  e r t i f i c a l l y  aug- 
ment the s t a b i l i t y  of the cable mounted model by mdulating the  cable tension. 
There a r e  two cables used t o  suspend the m d e l  i n  t he  tunnel. The tensions 
of these cables are controlled independently by two torque =tors. Generally 
one cable l i e s  i n  the ver t i ca l  plane and the  other in  the  horizontal plane. 
The ver t i ca l ly  mounted csble is used t o  control  the  longitudinal  dynan;ics o f  
the  system, The horizonzalljr nounted cable i s  us€? t o  control  the  l a t e r a l -  
d i rect ional  dynamics. 
The cables a r e  assured t o  be attached t o  hard points on the mdel ra ther  
than t o  the tunnel h a l l  as it was !a t \ e  origJ& progam. This is necessary 
t o  ef fect ively  transform the  tension c h a z e  i~ the  cable impzrted by the torqAe 
m o + ~ r  t a  s t ab i l i z ing  f o r c ~  an? noments on the mdel .  The differences bettrean 
4 
t h i s  system and the o r i g i m l  inactive cable system end the abilit;r of the  ?resent 
wogram t o  analyze both set-s are discusse", de t a i l  i n  Apoendix A. 
Figure 1 presents t5e s i p  convention used i n  the derivation of the 
active cable feedback logic.  This f igure i s  generalized t o  account for both 
ver t i ca l  f ront  and rear  czbles as wel l  as horizontal front and rear cables, 
0 and Y s r e  torqtie m t o r  pulley angular displacements i n  the ve r t i c a l  
m m 
and horizontal planes respectively. Note t h a t  the sense of ro ta t ion i s  un- 
a l tered whether +,he cable is  located in the f r c z  s:r rear .  Posit ive motor 
ro ta t ion corresponds t o  an increase i n  cable tedsion on the  s ides  noted i n  
the f igure by "+ lm". P ~ s i t i v e  AT i s  an increase i n  cable tension and nega- 
tive AT i s  a decrease i n  cable tension. Posit ive pulley displacersents 
results i n  a posit ive rota t ional  moment imparted by the cable onto the model. 
The l e t t e r s  "M" and "Nu show the di rect ion of the  mments induced by the  posi- 
t i v e  m t o r  ro ta t ion.  
Figures 2 ant 3 show block diagram of the cable munt system with feed- 
back loops for  the longitudinal and the lateral-directional mdes respectively. 
These two figures are  similar and the discussion of figure 2 applies equally 
t o  f igure 3.  
In figure 2, the block in the  form-ard loop represents the b s i c  inactive 
cable munt system discussed in reference 1. A change i n  cabie tension, AT , c 
w i l l  resul t  i n  a model m t i o n  define6 by variables x, z ,  and 8. 
The multi-feedback loops shum represent the active feedback logic, 
motor dynamics and system f'riction. The feedback loop containizg the @ins 
K K- , and K are  the active elzments con t ro l l hg  the torque motor. They 
9' em 
are respectively, the model pitch r a t e  gyro gain, the motor r a t e  or t a c h o ~ e t e r  
gain, and the  inotor pulley p s i t i o n  gain. The signals eoraating *om these 
elements are susmei t o  give a vo l ta~ ;e  F This voltage i s  combined with 
"n' 
externally applied t e s t  voltage, FED, t o  give a t o t a l  voltage used t o  drive 
the torque mtor .  
The block containing the nctatioc, "6; f (x, z, e)", represents the geo- 
metric relat ion betgeen the w d e l  notion snd the pulley mt ion .  This is Ze- 
rived by deternining the mvenent of the  cable, ~ l ,  as a function of the  &el  
motion. The "0" i s  the length of cable passing over the pulley. This velue 
is dividsd by the pulley re2 ius  t o  deternine the angular displacement of the  
F U ~ ~ Y ,  0,. 
' 
, contained in various blocks r e p r ~ s e n t s  the torque m t o r  The term, Il,+"l, 
characterist ics.  I$ i s  the  motor torque constant, R and L a r 2  the m t o r  
a a 
resistance and inductance respectively, and s i s  the  Upltice operator. A 
detailed derivation of the motor dynadcs i s  presented i n  Appendix B. 
Ttc output torque fromthe m t o r  is  reduced by the back EMF of the motor 
as wel l  as by the =tor  i n e r t i a  and system f r i c t ion .  This is ref lec ted in the 
remaining two feedback loops. The i[Y term represents the back EMF. The JH 
and G terms are the system iaertitr and f r i c t ion .  
The f r i c t i o n  gain, G, is proportional t o  the  pulley ro ta t iona l  rate.  
Reference 2 shows t h a t  for  perturbation analysis ,  t h e  coulomb k i c t i o n  can 
be replaced by a term proporCIiona1 t o  the  ro ta t iona l  ra te .  
The net  output torque is  divided by the pulley radius, rd, t o  determine 
the t o t a l  tension change i n  the  cable. If the  cable mass is  assuned neglig- 
ible,  the t o t a l  tension can be replaced by a AT. The c~gn i t ude  of AT i s  ha l f  
t h e  t o t a l  cable tension. The AT i s  a posit ive tension on one side of the  pulley 
and a negative tension on the  other side. This accounts f o r  the  factor of Cdo 
in   he block containing 2rd. A derivation of t h i s  concept is show. in Appen- 
dix B. 
The block diagram is wri t ten  i n  the conventional aanner in  which t he  
cable tension feedback, nTn, is  subtracted *on the  input ATi. The signs 
a r e  accordingly adjusted. The loop, however, re-ins consistent with the 
sign convention of f igure 1. 
In  figure 3, the block diagram d i f fe r s  only in  the  equations which the  
block in t he  forward loop represents. Here, the block reyresents the l a te ra l -  
d i rect ional  perturbation equations of mt ion .  Y, 'f, $ are  the  perturbation 
variables. The feedback gains 5, Kt and Ky a r e  the &el  yaw r a t e  gyro 
m m 
gain, the horizontal cable torquz motor tachocleter gain, and the  corresponiing 
pulley d i s > l a c e ~ n t  gain respectively. 
The logic  in  the two block diagrams are mdel led  i n  the  program using 
an evpanded polynomial natrix re~resentation. These matrices a re  shown i n  
figure 4 and 5. They correspond t o  expanded versions of the b ~ s i c  matrices 
shown in  figures 6.3 and 7.2 of reference 1. The following discussion of 
figure 4 applies equslly t o  figure 5. 
I n  the longitudinal mde, the basic cable mount system without feedback 
is represented by the 4 x 4 matrix in the upper left-hand corner of figure 4. 
The additional cable tension &Cation due zo the active feetback logic, 
Including notor and pulley d-cs, i s  represented by the added  AT^ terms in  
equations 1 through 3. The coefficients of pTc are  d2rived fron equations 
5.4-3.3 and 5.4-8 cf reference 1. 
The plotor dynamics are defined by equation 5. Equatior: 6 defines the 
geometric relatton between pcUey d i s p l a c e ~ a t  and model mtion. Equation 7 
defines the control l aw .  Equetioas 9 and :-0 represent the s-tion junctures 
in the block diagram and equetion 8 i s  an a w i l i a r y  equation relating pulley 
rate  t o  its displacement. 
In Cigure 5, the basic systen is  rey: 3sented by the 3 x 3 cratrix in the 
upper left-hand corner. The extension of t h i s  basic model t o  inclu&e active 
feedback is via the ATc terms in equations 1 through 3. The remining equa t io~s  
are similar t o  those of figure 4. The only difference being t k i t  these equa- 
tions represent the lateral-directional mode. . 
The equations of figures 4 and 5 are irrplemnted i n  subroutines LONG and 
LAT respectivsly. Figures 6 and 7 show the flow charts for  these subroutines. 
The expanded mt r i ces  are activated in the program by KODE (z). When 
th i s  code i s  greater than zero, the progrrsn w i l l  read in additional data t o  
define t h ~  active feedback ~w,rg=eters. These parameters are tabulated i n  
Section 5.0. 
Open and closed loop cbarscterhtic roots as  well as numerator roots can 
be derived f'rom these mrtrices. The procedure for obtaining th1.s inf~m+'-.~ 
f'rom the program LS discussed in  Section 4.0. 
The snubber system used the  basic f ly ing  cables with a large  increase 
i n  r e a r  cable tension p rov idbg  the  "snubbing" action. When the  snubber 
system is  act ivated the  following sequence of events occurs: 
1) the  rea r  cable tension i s  increased t o  sane p r e d e t e d n e d  levol .  
2) Next, d i s c  brakes a re  applied d i r e c t l y  t o  each o? tl;e f nr tLying 
cables 
Following t h e  snubbing sequence t h e  model rzspxxis e ssen t i a l ly  f.o f o ~ r  
pre-stresser? dead-ended cables. Consequently t h e  matt model f o r  the  snubbed 
dynamics consis ts  of the  conventional aerodynamic e f f e c t s  plus cable influence 
coefficients derived by assmcing each cable t o  be a pre-stressed spring. The 
di rec t ion cosines, cable lecgths,  and cable tie-dawn geometry used f o r  the  
conventional s t a b i l i t y  analysis  a re  appropriate f o r  the  snubbed analysis ,  
eince t h e  same cables a re  b e h g  used f o r  snubbing. A schematic of t h e  s n v '  
model i s  shown i n  Figure 8. !he e f f e c t s  of t h e  snubbed flying csbles or. both 
longi+,udiaal and l a te ra l /d i rec t iona l  s t a b i l i t y  a r e  modeled s imi la r  t o  t h e  r e a r  
f ly ing cables i n  the  conventional analysis  ( see  Sections 5.0 and 6.0 i n  refer- 
ence 1). The force and mcanent contributions f o r  each cable a r e  calculf . . 
eeparately, summed and placed i n  t h e  charac te r i s t i c  polyncslial matrix. - .c;o 
calculat ions are  made within subroutines LONG and LAT. 
3.1 LONGITUDIML AXIS 
The general deriva%ion f o r  the  longitudinal  cable influence coef f i c ien t s  
i e  presented i n  reference 1 and w i l l  not be repeated here. A 7 x 7 matrix 
with t h e  form shown in Figure 8A is used t o  model each cable. 
The matrix is reduced t o  a 3 x 3 m ' x ,  z, 0 and put .Ln the FXS 
array. The longitudinal s t ab i l i t y  is a 3 x 3 matrix in x, z, sad 0. The 
mrtrix no longer contains A% as  an independent variable because the front 
cable constraint equation (no change i n  t o t a l  front cable length) i s  not re- 
quired i n  the snubbed condition. E::- I cable acts  as an independent spring 
rest ra int .  
3.2 LATERAL-DIRECT IONAL AXIS 
The general derivation for  the lateral-directional cable infl 'ance co- 
efYicients is also presented i n  reference 1. The equations d e s c r i b u  each 
cable are  set i n  a 8 x 8 matrix with the form shown i n  Figure 8 ~ .  
The matrix is reduced t o  a 3 x 3 mtrix in Y, 4 , and 9, and stor2d tn 
the  FX9 array. 
The lateral-directional s t a b i l i t y  matpix i s  a 3 x 3 matrix, structured 
exactly the same as the conventional s t a b i l i t y  atrix. 
4.0 ADDITIONAL PROGRP,M, OETIOIS 
Four additional options have been added t o  the  Cable bunt Analysis Program. 
These are  options t o  compute the nunerators acd decaninators o f t h e  t ransfer  
f'unctian, the d e t e d n a t i o n  of the  frequency response of any t ransfer  m c t i o n ,  
the camputation of wind-off characterist ics and the caaputation of the wind 
tunnel model without cable effects  (cableless model). The procedure f o r  exe- 
cuting these options are  discussed i n  t h i s  section. 
This option allows the computation of numerators ecd denaninators. A 
detailed discussion of the procedure i s  presented i n  Section 4.1.1 and 4.1-2 
for the longitudinal ard l a t e r a l  directional modes respectively. 
4.1.'- LONGITUDIMAL AXIS 
The matrix sham i n  figure 4 i s  the ccnplete longitudinal matrix. The 
s ize  o f t h e  matrix t o  be evaluated dete-nes the system t h a t  is being eval- 
uated. KQ)E (8) is the parameter vhich s e t s  the s ize  of the  matrix fran which 
the roots are t o  be extracted. KCDE (8) i s  se t  t o  e i t he r  k,  9, o r  10. When 
KCDE (8) is  equal t o  4, the system being evaluated i s  the Sasic inactive cable 
munt system a s  defined i n  reference 1. When K O E  (8) i s  equal t o  9, the open- 
loop mots  of the active feedback system are  extrected; and when KODE (8) i s  
equal t o  10, the  closed-loop roots f o r  the active feedback system are extficted. 
KOE (14) and KCDE (15) are  the parameters which indicate t o  the  program 
whether numerator o r  d s n d n a t o r  roots are t o  be extracted. If KODE (14) i s  
zero, the charac te rh t ic  or  denaninator roots are  extracted. Tf KmE (14) i s  
non-zero, the program assumes tha t  numerator mots  are t o  be extracted. The 
program w i l l  then replace the col- defined by KCCE (15) by the column defined 
by KODE (14) i? the matrix. 
The basic no feedback system transfer  f'unction can be evaluated by se t t ing  
KmE (8) t o  4 and KQ)E (14) t o  10. Sett ing KODE (15) from 1 t o  4 w i l l  det t rc  
mine the numerator roots of t he  ./AT=, B / A T ~ ,  A T ~ A T ~  and X / A T ~  t m f e r  f'unc- 
tions. Sett ing KOE (14) t o  zero will detelmine the denaninator root8 of 
these t ransfer  fbc t ions .  Thus the  canplete t ransfer  f'unction can be deter- 
mined. Transfer r'unction response t o  e i ther  elevator o r  gust input i 8  possible 
by se t t ing  KODE (14) t o  1 5  o r  16 respectively. 
The open loop zeros can be determined by set t ing KODE (8) t o  9 and KQDE 
(14) t o  10. The variation of KaDE (15) from 1 through 9 will determine the 
zeros for  various output parameters. The open loop poles a re  detelmined by 
se t t ing  KOE (14) t o  0. 
I n  the closed loop numerator computation the forcing fSanction can be 
e i ther  a t e s t  voltage input, Emo, an externally applied tension, ATi, a model 
elevator input, &r o r  a ver t ica l  gust input, a These inputs correspond 
g ' 
t o  a KODE (14) of ll, 12, 15 o r  16. 
For example, i f  the closed loop numerator roots of the t ransfer  function, 
e k ,  are  desired, KODE (14) i s  s e t  t o  ll and KODE (15) i s  set t o  2. A f t e r  
the substitution of columns, the mots  are  extracted frcnn the matrix whose 
s ize  is set t o  10 by KQ)E (8). By varying KClDE (15) from 1 t o  10, numerator 
roots of various output parameters can be obtained. 
Since the model pitch rate, b, i s  an important parameter end t h i s  does not 
appear expl ic i t ly  i n  the matrix, the  program i s  s e t  up t o  a r t i f i c i a l l y  generate 
the frequency response f a r  t h i s  mode. This option i s  activated by se t t ing  
K O E  (15) t o  l3. 
The t ransfer  function of the  cableless model, <?fined I n  Section 4.3, 
can a l ~ o  be determined. The numenton z / ~ , ,  B / ~ ,  and x/ are  dete-ned 6e' 
BY setting KXlDE (8) = 3, KODE (14) = 14, and KODE (15) Pram 1 through 3. 
denonhatar roots are determined by setting KQDE (14) t o  zero. 
1 2  U te ra l  Directional Axis 
KODZ (9) is the parameter used in the la tera l  dimctional mde t o  set  the 
size of the matrix and define the system being evalwted. KODE (9) se t  t o  3 
defines the basic cable system without feedback. KODE (9) se t  t o  9 defines 
the open loop roots of the active feedback system and KODE (9) se t  t o  10 defines 
the closed Imp  roots of the sctive feedback system. 
The nuerator option is de5ernined by KODE (16). KODE (16) se t  equal t o  
zero results in the extraction of characteristic roots. KODE (16) mn-zero 
results in the replacement of the column defined by KODE (17) with the column 
defined by KODE (16) in the mtrix of figure 5. 
Specifically, the numerator chs;racteristics of the basic cable system with- 
out feedtack are obtained by setting KODE (9) t o  3 and KODE (16) t o  either 10, 14, 
15, or 15 depeadiw on the type of forcing function that i s  desires. These are 
respectively a cable tension change, ATc, a rudder input, 6 , an aileron input, 
r 
6a, or a side gust, B The dependent variable i s  determined by KODE (17) which go 
may vary from 1 through 3. The denominator roots are obtained by setting KODE (16) 
t o  zero. 
The open loop zeros of the block diagram shown in figure 5 i s  determined 
by setting KODE (9) t o  9, KODE (16) t o  10 and KODE (17) from 1 through 9. The 
denominator or open loop poles are determined b3 etting KODE (16) t o  zero. 
The closed loop numerator for the active cable system i s  determined by 
setting KODE (9) t o  10, The forcing function i s  defined by KOSE (16). This 
code can be 11, 12, 14, 15, or 16. They correspond t o  a tes t  voltage, Em, t e s t  
tension, &Ti, rudder input, 6=, aileron input, 6, or a side rind gust, gg. 
4.2 h q u e n c y  Response Option 
The frequency response option w i l l  ccmpute t he  ccmplete t ransfer  flrnction 
according t o  Section 4.1; and then evaluates fo r  the  caguted  t r ans fe r  function 
over a renge of frequencies, the  amplitude r a t i o  i n  actual  value, db's, and the 
phase anae .  The option w i l l  ccmpute up t o  60 points aver a 3 decade bandwidth 
with a mirrimrrm of 20 ,,ints per decade. 
This option w i l l  a lso  compute the steady s t a t e  v e h e  of the t ransfer  f h c -  
t ion  t o  a s tep  input of the forcing function i f  t h i s  value exists. 
The frequency response option is activated by se t t ing  KOE (3) t o  +2. 
Since a complete t ransfer  function leust be generated pr ior  t o  developing t he  
frequency response data, KODE (14) and KCDE (15) o r  KGDE (16) and KODE (17) 
must be se t  t o  non zero values t o  define the desired t ransfer  function. Tko 
additional parameters, KODE (18) and KCDE ( lg ) ,  must be s e t  t o  define the fre- 
quency range and number of points t o  be canplted. KCDE (18) SF.. the  order of 
the  lowest frequency t o  be ccmputed, e.g., KOCE (18) s r  .- '. , -1 corresponds t o  
.1 rps and a "+I" corresponds t o  10  rps. KODE (19) s e t  t o  60 means s ix ty  points 
a re  camputed f o r  the three decade bandwidth of the frequeccy response. 
Ihe frequency response option is  in i t i a ted  i n  subroutines LONG and LAT f o r  
the  longitudinal and l a t e r a l  directionalmodes respectively. The pmgram, on 
sensing KODE (3) equal t o  2, w i l l  effectively cycle through subroutines LOIG 
or LAT twice, first t o  ccnnpte the  numerator and then again t o  compute the  de- 
nominator &a. 
The infonnation i s  then passed t o  subroutine FREQ where the frequency re- 
sponse data is  generated with the aid of submutine ANP. 
4.3 Wina-Off Characteristics 
This option is used t o  ccmplte the shtem respotme without the aerodynamic 
effects. The dynamic charecterlstics reflect the system feedback, and tquiva- 
lent  spring and damping effects. 
In  th i s  option, the normal t r i m  operation technique i s  circumvented. 
Instead, the vehicle attitude is se t  t o  zero and the foxward cable tension 
is defined t o  balance out the rear cable tension. 
The program w i l l  execute this option if the velocity (AERO (49)) and the 
MACH number (AERO (48)) are set t o  zem. 
4.4 Cableless XAel Characteristics 
This option alluus the canputation of the airframe characteristic roots 
without the cable effects. The program in i t i a l ly  t r i m s  the vehicle ass- 
the cables are attached t o  the vehicle. After defining the t r i m  attitude, the 
cable influence coefficients are se t  t o  zero. 
This option defines the characteristics of a model i n  the vlnd tunnel. 
The equr .ions are different -the conventional airframe analysis equations. 
The differences are i n  the relation of angle of attack t o  model pitch attitude 
(see equation 5.3-2 of ref 1 )  and the missin& thrust tenns. 
Prior r;o extracticg roots fran the matrix in  the longitudinal mode, the 
X coL s is shifted t o  the l e f t  one coluznn eliminating the ATF column i n  figure 
b Thus the cableless model option requires a K O E  (8) of 3 reflecting a 3 x 3 
matrix size. 
The latsral directional mode does not require th is  extra step of column 
manipulation and KaDE ( 9 )  should be set  t o  3. 
The program w i l l  execute th i s  option only i f  KaDE (13) i s  set  to  -1. 
5.0 -EJPi DATA 
The input format and the descrtption of the elements in the Input 
arrays w U  be desc r i ed  i n  t h i s  section. This discussion is lDeane t o  
super8ede the description contained i r  Section 11.0 of Reference 1. 
The formst for  the input data is most eas i ly  explsined by reproducing 
the "READ" statements as they appear i n  the  program. 
READ (IR, 150) (TTPIE (I), I = 1, 20) ill 
150 FOMT (20~4) 
READ (IR, ~OO)(KODE (I), I = 1, 24) (2 1 
200 FORME (24~) 
Tben e i ther  3a or  3b: the value of  KaDE (7) w i l l  determine which 
"READn statement will be used. 
READ (IR,~OO) (AERO (I), I = 1,361 
loo F O m m  (a2.5) 
CALL TABINl (1, 36) (see Appendix A, Ref, 1) (3b) 
Following ei ther  (3a) or (3b) the sequence of "READn statements 
continues : 
READ (IR, 100) (AERO (I), I = 44,591 (4 1 
KEAD (IR, 100) (AERO (I), I = 66, 130) (5) 
lOar if KOIIE (13) is greater than zero the follawing 
statemnent is encountered. If KODE (13) is l e s s  than or equal t o  zero t h i s  
"READ" statement is  skipped. 
READ (IR, ~OO)(AERO (I), I = 131, 160) (6) 
lOow if KODE (12) equals one, the  following ta9 le  read statement i s  
encountered. If KDCE (12) equals zero t h i s  statement is skipped. 
CALL TABIN (1, 2 )  (see Appendix A, Ref 1) (7) 
This completes the i n i t i a l  sequence of input data. After completion 
of the first run the following statements i n i t i a l i z e  another run. 
14 
I0 (IR, 150) ( T ~ X  (I), I = 1, 20) 
READ (IR, 200)  CODE (I), I = 1, 24) 
READ (IR, 350) K,. VALIF, 
K = elamnt in "AERO" array to be changed 
VALUE = new value of the element 
If I = 1 this "READn statement is repeated 
If I = 0 the program begins computation 
All swcceeding cases follow the sa~le input fo~nrt  starting with 
statement (8). 





Alpba-numeric array cont8idlng t i t l e  
for each run. 
Array s p e c i Q 4 ~  progrra options t o  
be exercised. 
Array containing a l l  the input data 
pertrinlng t o  the d e l ,  the mount 
uyrtea, tunnel conditions. etc. 
A dercription of each element i n  the "KODE" and "AER0" arrays foUws . 
Run number. 
Calculate longitudinal s t sb i l i ty .  
Calculate la terel /dir tc t ional  
r tab i l i ty .  
Calculate both longitudinal and 18%- 
eml/dircctional s tabi l i ty .  
Ho root locua o r  frequency response. 
' Do root locur. 
Do frequency ~esponsc. 
XLmnent i n  "AERO" array t ~ ,  be valPltd 
f o r  root lmus.  
Enclic printout. 
Basic printout plus various te6t para- 
miters. 
Front cabie vertical-rear cable hori- 
zontal. 
Front cable horizontal-rear cable 
ver t ical .  
Ront ard rear cable vertical ,  
Front and rear  cable horizontal 
Aero data t o  be input a t  specific 
nrach number. 





Longitudinal matrix - Cableless Model 
(eee Section 4.3) 
Longitudinal m t r i x  - no s t a b i l i t y  
Loagitudinal matrix - internal s tabi l -  
i t y  a w n t a t i o n  ( see Section 9.0, 
Reference 1. ) 
Longitudinal m t r i x  - Open loop response 
of Active Cable Mount System (see Section 
Longit. i ina l  matrix - Cloee loop res- 
pcme of Active Cable b u n t  System (see 
Section 2.0, 4.1.1) 
a w e n t a t i o n  o r  cableless model. 
Iateral/directional matrix - in ternal  yaw 
s t a b i l i t y  zu@nentation, ( see Section 9.0, 
Reference 1.) 
~a t e ra l /d i r ec t iona l  matrix - interha1 roll 
and yaw s t a b i l i t y  a ~ e n t a t i o n ,  (see 
Section 9.0, Reference 1. 
~a te ra l /d i r ec t iona l  matrix - open loop 
rerponre of Active Cable Mount System 
( r e  Section 2C , 4.1.2) 
~a te ra l /d i rec t iona1  matrix - n o s t  loop 
nrponre of Active Cable Mount System 
(&a Section 2.0 11.1.2) 
DESCRIPTION 
10o mubberr. 
Analyze conventional rnubberu i n  un- 
unubbed condition - Bee Section 8.1, 
Rsference 1. 
Analyze conventional mubberr i n  snubbed 
condition - See Section 8.2, Reference 1. 
Analyze flying cable snubber system. 
Blo an t i - l i f t  cable. 
Anti-lift cable in. 
no unsnubbed snubber data input. 
Unsnubbed snubber data w i l l  be read in. 
Cableless Airfzwne Characteristics. 
(see Section 4.3) 
No active chble s t ab i l i t y  awenta t ion .  
Active cable s t ab i l i t y  augmentation in. 
(see Section 2.0 ) 
Longitudinal system - canpute denaminator 
characteristics only. 
Longitudinal system - numerator and/or 
frequency characteristics of inactive 
cable mount system fo r  cable tenaion in- 
put, bTc. (see Section 4.1.1) 
Longitudinal System - numerator and/or 
frequency characteristic8 of active cable 
mount system open loop for cable tension 
input, ATc. (See Section 4.1.1) 
fmngltudinal System - numerator and/or 
f'requency characterir t ic6 of active cable 
mount systan close loop re~ponse f o r  
test voltage input Em. (See Section 
4.1.1) 
Longitudinal System - numerator and/or 
frequency 'characteristic8 of active 
f o r  externally applied tendon,  ATi. 
(see Section 4.1.1) 
Longitudinal system - numentor and/or 
f'requency character is t ics  f o r  pitch con- 
t r o l  response ( be) 
Lwgitudinal system - . nmerator and/or 
frequency characterist ic6 fo r  part  reeljonse 
(aG) 
Longitudinal system - column number of 
outpl t  variable f o r  which numerator and/ 
or frequency deta i e  desired. KCIDE (15) 
$8 se t  equal t o  13 f o r  g-xlel pitch r a t e  
rtsponae. This value muat be equal o r  l e s s  
than KUIE (8). (See Section 4.1.1) 
Lateral/directional r rysta  - caapute de- 
nominator characterirticrr only 
VALUE 
hterel /dir tci tb 1181 8yrrtem - numerator 
and/or frequency characteristics of 
inactive cable mount ry8tem for tension 
. 
inprt ATC. (See Section 4.1.2). 
Lateral/directional systan - numerator 
&/or frequency characteristics of 
active cable mount system open loop for 
tension input, ATC. (See Section 4.1.2) 
Lateral/directional system - numerator 
and/or frequency characteristics of 
active cable mount system close loop for 
t e ~ t  voltage input Em, (See Section 
4.1.2) 
~a t e r a l / d i r ec t i on~ l  system - m e n t o r  
and/or frequency characteristics of active 
cable mount system close loop response 
for  externally applied tension, (AT) /
(Sea Section 4.1.2) 
Lateral/directional system - numerator 
and/or frequency characteristics for  yaw 
control response ( 6r). 
Lateral/directional rrystcm - numerator 
and or frequency chpracterirticr for 
mll control reaponre (6*). 
Lateral/directional ryrtan - numerator 
and/or frequency chsracterirticr for  
gwt response ( e O ) .  
Lateral/directional q cttern - column 
ni iber  o f  independent varir5ie f o r  which 
numerator and/or f l y - -  cy data i s  de- 
sired. 
Order of  lawest frequency (RPS) for 
frequency response data. 
Number of  data points i n  frequency 
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~ ~ ~ ? ( u I V , )  
gm/a (u/vo) 
acda( G) 
ac J a ( 4  
xm/a( a) 
acda( sc/2vO) 
ac Ja( q./2vo) 
aca/a( qr/mO) 
Drag coefficient at a = 0 
L i f t  coefficient at a = 0 
Pitching moment at p = 0 
r: 
-= - HAM3 UlaTS LABEL DESCRIFTION 
A E m  (2'7) B.D. CHR x,/a ( rb/2vo) 
- (28) CPDR x,,/a( 6,) 
E n r  I 
l/d 
OR a c / a (  tir) 
b,I 
(29) I/- 
~ ~ 3 0  ( 0) l/d C ~ R  acn/a( ar) 
- ~ m  f :I) 11- c m  x / a (  6,) 
E:] 
CISA x d a (  6,) 6* - (32) l/d 
A E ~  (33) I/- crm xn/a ( a,) F'. n 
(34) 11- CYDS x,,/a( 6,) 
(35) 11- ems a c d a (  6,) 1': 
ems acn/a( a,) = (36) 11- n 53, 
AERO (44) i n  2tREW Distance from aerodynamic ref. center  
to  t h e  equation ref. center  aiong t h e  
' X body axis 
WlEF Distance f r o m  aeroaynamic ref. center  
to t h e  equation ref. center  along t h e  
2 body ax is  
XCG Distance from model mass & i n e r t i a  
ref. center  t o  t h e  equation ref. 
center  along t h e  X body a x i s  
ZCG Distmce fmm model mass & i n e r t i a  
ref. center  t o  t h e  equation ref. 
center  along the  Z body ax i s  
: .; AERO (48) AMACH Tunnel nach number 
S (49) ft /eec VO Tunnel veloci ty  
AeRo ( 5 0 )  slugs AM Model mass 









mel reference span 
Model m f e e n c e  chord rt 
rt2 
slug-f't 2 
Model reference wizg area - 
Model c k s s  product of i n e r t i a  
( I*) 
2 
slug-f't Hodel roll i n e r t i a  (I*), body 
axis at C.G. 
2 
slug-f't V ? e l  p i t c h  i n e r t i a  ( I  ), body YY 
axis at C.G. 
2 
slug-f't M e 1  yaw i n e r t i a  ( I=,), body 
a s  at C.G. 
. Water line-upper f ron t  cable 
t ie -dm point ( fr, r.ert. ) 
Water line-lower f ront  cable 
tie-down point (k.. vert.) 
Water line-upper r e a r  cable 
tie-down point ( r r ,  vert . )  
Water line-lower r e a r  cable 
tie-down point ( r r .  vert . )  
Water i ine-horizontal  f ront  cable 
tie-down point ( fr. hor. ) 
Water l ine-horizontal  m a r  cable 
tie-down point ( rr. hor. ) 
Station- f ront  cable tie-down 
point ( fr. vert . o r  hor. ) STAF 
Station-rear  cable tie-down 
point  ( rr. vert. o r  hor. ) 
STAR 
BLHF Butt l ine-horizontal  f ront  cable 












Butt line-horizontal rear  cable 
tie-down point ( r r .  hor.) 
Water line-equation reference point 
Station - equation mference point 
Butt line-equation referenc; point 
Distance along X body axis  f m m  
ref. center t o  ver t ical  front 
pulley 
Distance along X body a x i s  f r o m  
ref. center t o  ver t ical  rear 
pulley 
Distance along X body axis f m  
ref. center t o  horizontal fmnt  
pulley 
Distance along X body axis from 
ref. center t o  horizontal rear 
pulley 
Distance along 2 body axis from 
ref. center t o  upper front pulley 
Distance along Z body t u d s  fmm 
ref. center t o  lower fmnt  pulley 
Distance along Z body axis from 
ref. center t o  upper rear pulley 
Distance along Z body axis from 
mf. center t o  lower rear pulley 
Distance along Y body axis fmm 
ref. "enter t o  horizontal front 
pulley 
Distance along Y body a x i s  from 
ref. center t o  horizontal rtar 





a g AEm (9) i n  RVR 
I AERo (93) i n  RKR l 
-- (9'4 l b s  m 
- (95) lbs/in AKR 
i 
.AEm (96) ft ~bs/rad O U  
(97) i n  STLTT 
AEm (99) l b s  !CLFm 
AERO (100) lbs/in AKLFT 
AERo (101) blank 
AEElo(102)  i n  A L T P  
AERo (103) i n  ALTZ 
DESCRIPI .SON 
IIsdius of  ver t ica l  f m n t  Wc; 
m i u s  of horizontal front pulle:r 
Radius of  ver t ica l  rear pulley 
Padius of horizontal rear p i l l ey  
Rcar cable tension 
Ilear cable spring constant 
Pulley Coulomb f r i c t i on  (ac) 
Station - lift cable t iedown 
point 
Water l i n e  - lift cable tie-dawn 
point 
L i f t  cable tension 
L i f i  cable spring constant 
Mstance along X body axis f r o m  
lift cable attachnent point t o  
the  equation reference center 
Distance along Z body axis  h p m  
lift cable attachnent point t o  the 
equation reference center 
Fulley roll ing i r i c t i on  coefficient 
Distance along X body exis frcm 
&el upper attachment point to  
the  equation reference center 
Diatance along Y body axis from 
model upper snubber attachment miitt 
to the equation reference center 
S14UZ Distance along Z body axis from 
mde l  t;pper snubber attachment 
point t o  the  equation reference 
center 
(I) AEBO (104) through AERO (122) refer t o  conventional snubbers except where noted. 
UR]CTS LABEL 
AEKI (108) i n  SIIJ( Di6tence along X body ax38 irom 
mdel lower snubber attachment 
point to  the equation reference 
center 
Matance alorg Y body axis f r o m  
podel I m r r  snubber attachment 
point ta the e x i t  ion r: ^ -=nee 
center 
Distance along Z body axis f m m  
-el lower snubber attachment 
point t o  t he  equation reference 
center 
Station - upper snubber tie-dovn 
point 
Water l i n e  - upper snubber tie-doyn 
point 
Butt l i n e  - dpper snubber tie- 
down point 
Station - lower snubber tie-down 
point 
Water l i n e  - lower snubber tie- 
d m  p i n t  
Butt l i n e  - lower snubber tie- 
dm n point 
l b s  
l b s  
lbs/in 
Upper snubber, snubbed tension 
o r  f l y i n g  cable snubber rear cable tension. 
Lower snubber, snubbe tension 
U p p e r  snubber, snubbed epring con- 
rtant 
Lower snubber, snubbed spring 
constant wing cable snubber rear cable sprir-z 
constant. 
Upper snubber, snubbed damping 
constant o r  flying cable snubber h'od cable 
spring constant. 
5 (122) ~b./ln/sec ADSm frQVCr snubber, snubbed damping 
L 
. < c o n u t a n t e  
4 
F MSo (193) d/rad/sec AKSY Feedback gain- gur rate t o  rudder 
i 
r AERO (U4) rd/rrd/se c AgPIII Feedback gab - rol l  rate t o  
? .ilcros. 
Feedlmck gain - pitch rrte to 
ele*.tor. 
T i r e  anstant far lag an yav 
rate fecdback. 
Tiple constant far lag on r o l l  
rate feedback. 
sec 




volts/rad/s e c 
in-lbs-sec 2 
ohms 
War torque constant ( K ~ )  
lbtor rrloeity crprrtent (ICY) 
lbtor inertia (J~) 
Motor armstme realstance (R,) 
Radius of wtor pulley (rd) 
Pullw r~ tr t lon  rate feedback 
volt s/rad Pulley rotation displacement 
f'eeab.ck (5 ) 
1 
W e y  ir ict ion ( G) 
Am0 (140) volts/nd/sec Am M e 1  pitch rate feedback (K ) 9 
AERO (142) volt s/rad/se c AXPSD Me1 yaw ra te  feedback ((q) 
AEm (143) voltslrad ASY -ley rotation d isp lace~ent  
feedback (K **) 
A W O  (144) vol t  s/rad/se c Pulle rotation rate feedback 
(1: 
+See Figure 9 for pic tor ia l  represectation of various r e f e r e x e  center. 
+rSee Figure 10 for  p ic tor ia l  representation of pulley geometry. 
W e e  Figure 11 for pictar  i a l  representat ion of convent tonal snubber cable, geometry. 
m e e  Figures 2 and 3 for block diagram representations .of t3e active cable control 
logic. (see apped ix B for derivation) 
If the aerodynamic data and/or snubber data are t o  be rend in table 
farmat, the follouing discussion applies. 
The *st 36 tables contain the aerodynamic derivatives in sta?;rl i4v 
uis  versus nsch number. The order is the same as AWO (1) t ? ~ c ~ h  m . 0  (36). 
The table input fo~mrt is sham in  Appendix A of Reference 1. Thir data I s  
read in under TABIKL. 
Tbe unsnubbed sntibber data consists of two t ib les  of input. The first 
t6ble contains cable tension (lbs) versus dymaic press- (psi) m d  lirrear 
distance (in) between model t i e - d m  point and tumel  side wall. Thc second 
table contains cable angle (rad) versus dynamic pressure (psi) and libcar 
distance (in) between &el  t i e - d m  p i n t  and the tunnel side wall. The tensions 
and angles mentioned here are described i n  detail in  Section 8.0 of Reference 1. 
Reference 
1. Barbem, P. and Chin, J.: User's Guide for a Caaplter Program to  Analyze 
thh L#: 16' Transonic Dynamics Tunnel Cable Mount Syatem. MSA CR 132313, 
MASA Langley, Hampton, Va., Oct . 1973 
2. Elc Ruer, D.T. art Bates, C.L.: fithods of Analysis and Synthtria of 
PI1oted Aircraft Fli@ Control System. Bu Aer Rept AE-61-41, Bureau of 
.Aeroclautics, Havy Dept., Washington, D.C. March 1952 
I 
Appendix A 
A Discussion of the Differences i n  Cable Attachment Points Betweell the 
Inactive and Active Cable !a!omt Systez 
There exists a basic difference in the cable munt system analyzed in the 
original program and the present active cable system. In the criginal syster;, 
the fkont cable b attached t o  hard points on the tunnel w a l l .  The cable wraps 
around pulleys which are  fixed to  the model. This cable is assumed t o  be fixed 
in length. The rear cable is similarly vra1:xd around pulleys fixed t o  the m i e l .  
There is  a spring which is connected in ser ies  with the rear cable which a l l o w s  
f o r  play i n  the system. This system is pictor ial ly  renesented in figure A-1. 
In the present "active cable systen," the fmnt  cable is attached t o  hard 
point on the model, The cable wraps around pulleys fixed t o  the tunnel, One 
of the pulleys is connected t o  a torque notor, The Tear cable is similarly 
routed around pulleys fixed t o  the tunnel and t ied  t o  hard points on the nrodel. 
Tbe spring on the rear  cable is s t i l l  assrmed. This system is pictor ial ly  
represented in fig. A2. I 
The present program i s  capable of handlw both cases. The radius of the I 
pulleys fixed to the model must be made very small t o  reflect the hard attachment I 
point i n  the new system, i.e, Aero (90) thru (93) inclusively must be set t o  .01. I 
The pulley radius nuunted t o  the torque motor i s  important in  the new system and [ 
is defined by Aero (136). When the progrsn reverts back t o  the original system, I 
.Aem (90) and Aero (93) is significant, a n d  Aero (136) i s  ignored. I 
The program is  capable of th i s  dual  application because of the method util ized I 
i n  the analysis 9f the cable forces. The f'ront and rear  cables, which are  
llespectively continuous cables, are analyzed as four individual branches. Each 
branch represents the cable between the model and the tunnel. These branches 
are numbered i n  both figures iU an(? A2. The force components on the model I 
contributed by each branch of csble is a function of three factors, the tension 
32 
5 '  
In  that branch of cable, the orientation of the cable .rd the axact point 
of application of the force on the d e l .  The impact of having pulleys 
fixed t o  the mdel is to a l t e r  the point of application. ~y reducing 
the pulley radius, the point of application is analogous t o  a fixed point 
on the model. 
The other consideration is fr ict ion effects of pulleys. There are two 
different friction definitions, Aero (96) and Aero (104) define the fr ict ion 
i n  pulleys for  the inactive cable system, whereas Aero (l39) representa friction 
effects of the Active Cable System. 

APPENDIX' B 
Derivation of Motor Equations and Cable Tension 
The net output t o q u e  fran the  motor i 8  p r o p o n ~ o n a l  t o  the  current  t o  
t h e  motor. The current  i e  related t o  t h e  voltage and back EMF a s  shown by 
equation 1. A list of symbol de f in i t ion  is giver on pclge iii. 
For two motors i n  para l le l ,  the  output torque is doubled: 
- 29, 
The load torque on t h e  motor i s  due t o  t h e  t o t a l  change i n  cable tension, 
ATtot  ,and t h e  f r i c t i o n  i n  the  system. The coulomb and viscous f r i c t i o n  can be 
wr i t t en  as proportional t o  t h e  pulley rate. (See ref 2.) 
t - hTTm r + (2) 
lbe net torque, output minus load, will cauEe the  motor t o  r j t a t e .  
t 2 0 -9- JM *<m = JM ' ern 
0 L 
(3) 
Substi tut ing equ9tions (1)  and (2)  i n t o  equation (3) for & and 9 =specw 
L 
t ive ly ,  the  t o t a l  change i n  cable tension, bTtot, can be determined. 
AT tat is posi t ive  when t h e  cable is i n  tension. 
, 
Looking a t  the  l a r g e r  p ic ture  shown 
i n  f lgure  B-1, t h e  t o t a l  change i n  cable 
teneion ca.! be s p l i t  in to  two increments 
6T1 and 6T2. Wfiting the  equation of 
motion of the  cable 
# 
flg El 
and 6T2 = -6T1 
This s t a t ~ s  t h a t  i f  t h e  mass times accelerat ion of the  cable i r  small and 
can be neglected, the  increase i n  cable tension or: one s ide  of t h e  torque m o t ~ r  
i s  j u s t  equal t o  t h e  decmase cable tension on the  o ther  s ide  of the  t o q u e  
motor. This resu l t  is idea=.; sui ted f o r  the  perturbation an-1ys:'-s s ince the  
program actual ly  considers the  continuous cable i n  figure B-1 as  two separate 
elements a s  indicated by t h e  dashed l ines .  With t h e  change i n  cable tension 
having equal magnjtude along each element, the  mechanization i s  sim~iified. 
(fjrn+ 
Figure 8-2 shows t h e  re la t ion  of  t h e  
change i n  cable tension on one s ide  of the 
f i g  3-2 torque motor, €IT, t o  t h e  t o t a l  chankt i ? ~  
cable tensf on A T T , , .  
b A 
Thus 
6T2 - 6Tl ATTOT (8) 
Substi tut ing results from equation 7 i n t o  eqdation 8 
Replacing ATTm i n  equation (4 )  with epaation (g), 6T2 i s  dctelmined. 
laa 6T2 corresponds t o  bTfi i n  f igures  4 and 5 
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C 4 0 C  C 3 3c 
. DC! 1 C C 6  I = l r l O  -~ - - . .. -- - .  . - 
03 1 9 ? 6  J = l r l C  
1 0 3 3  D U Y (  1. J )=O 
. . I F ( Y 3 D E (  1C))eEO.O) GO T O  1032 .. . . ~. . 
C T E Q Y E  F39 SWUOElEc EFFECTS ( L 4 T )  
C A L L  00 CSU ( T H F T  A 
I F ( Y 3 3 E t  1 2 )  oEQe I) C A L L  3 9 C U S ' i (  THETA) . . .  - 
3!JM(  1 - 2 3  = -TUSU' - l *GX1 
D U Y (  1. 3 )  = t U S N c l * C Z l  
. D L J U ( : r S )  = - T U S N ? * S I N ( T H G Y l )  -. - . . . . - . . . .- 
b U W ( 1 - 7 )  = 5 Y l  
D U Y (  2; 2 )  = S Y U X * T U S N ~ * G X ~ / I ~ ~ + S V U Y * T U S N ~ ? * ~ Y ~ / ~ ~ ~  
. . 3V'4(  21 3 ) = - S N U X - T U f V 2 * S Z 1  / I  2 -  
DUW( Z r 4 )  = - S N U Y * T U S K O * S I N ( ~ ~ G X ~ ) / ~ ~ O  
D:JH( 2 1  5 )  S N I J X * T U S V 3 * S f Y (  f H l ; Y 1 ) / 1 2 0  
D c r Y ( 2 r 7 )  = ( - S N U X * G Y l + S h ( U Y * G Y 1 ) / 1 2 .  . . 
D!.JY( 3 r  2 )  t -SNUZ.TUfV3*GX 1 /I 2 0  
O b Y ( 3 . 3 )  = S N U Z * T U S Y 3 * G Z l  /l ? o + S N U Y * T U S N O * G Y I  /12* 
.. . . D U l ( 7 r S )  = - S N U L ~ T U S ~ 3 * S I N ( T ~ S V 1 ~ / 1 2 0  . . . ~  . - .- ~ -- 
O ! J Y ( 3 r 6 )  = S N U Y * T U S V T * S ! V ( T V S Z l ) / ! 2 *  
OUU( 3 . 7 )  = ( - S N U Y * G Z l + S Y U Z * C . Y l  ) / l Z e  
. . D ' J M ( 4 r  1 )  = GXY( S V l r T H G X l  r A L ' ) )  
DUM( 4.2 = GXSYt-SVUYr THGXl * - S N U X r G Y l  mTHGX1 9 A L U )  
D U Y ( D - 3 )  = GXD~I(-SNUZrGYIrTHGXIr-SNUY.GZl~THGXl-4L'J) 
- -  . O l . l Y ( 4 r 4 )  = -1. 
D d Y (  5r 1  1 = GYY ( TWGY 1 r 4 L U 1  
@UV(  59 2 )  = G Y S Y ( - S Y U Y r 5 x l  *T'-lSYl r - S N U X r  TWGYI  r A L U )  
~- - . D U V (  5 -  :!I = G Y P Y I (  -SWUZr  T H G V ?  r - S N U V r G Z l  . T H G V I  r A L ' L )  
O U Y ( 5 r 5 )  = -1. 
D U M ( 6 r 1 )  = G Z Y ( ' Y l r T H G Z l o A C ( J )  
.. . d l J U ( 6 r 2 )  = G t S I  . - - S Y U Y r S Y l r T * + S Z l  r - S N U X r G Y !  r f r r J Z 1  V A L U )  
D U H ( 6 r  1) = GZpHI(-ShrUZr GYl r f H G Z 1  r-SN1JY s T H G Z 1  r A L l J )  
D U Y ( 5 r S )  = -1. 
. I F ( K O O E (  1 C  oFQ.2) GO TO 1 6 1 0  
C A L L  DFCSY( T H F T  4 )  
O=mS*RHO*V'?*VO 
- - -. .- -. 4 L U l = A L U + 1  . - .  - -  .. - . . .  . . . ~  
C4LL S ~ I U T ( O r A L U I r O r l ~ 1 r T U S ~ 1 ~ N G )  
f F ( N G * Y E o C  1 G9 73 5300 
A L U 2 = 4 L U - I  l 
C A L L  S T I Y T ( Q r 9 L U Z r C m l r  1 r T U S N 2 e N G )  
I F ( N G o Y E o ?  1 GO TO S Z C C  
G'Y t3 5 C C l  
500" d c I T F (  I W * 5 0 ? 2 )  Y l G r b L L * A L U r G  
5 0 0 1  F j P a 4 A T (  * E f i = 3 0  I V  5 V u 3 o E C  T A D L r  1 r N G = * r I ? r 3 X C l 0 o 3 )  
RCfUGhJ 
5C3 1 CDYT I U U F  
AK1lJ=( TUSV l - T U S ' 4 2 ) / 2 0  
A K C Y U = A K t U  
l a  1 5  CO'J' I U U E  
C'I'L( 7. 7 )  = - 1. 
1 I 1 1 
I j 1 i ! i 
'I 1 I 
.-CADC C 4 3 5  
CASCC44CI 
CAOOCSZC 
CISC C  46C 




C 4 8 C C 5 1 C  1 
-CAbC C 52 2 
C4BC 0 5 3  C 
C 4 B b G  50C 
C A B C C 5 5 3  
C 4 8 C C 5 6 ~  
CABOC573 . 
I - 
CABCC J 3 C  
CAB0 G 5 9 S  
CAE$? 050 C 
CA93CC.1 3 
I' 
C 4 9 t  C 5 2 C  
C 4 8 C  S63C 1 
CARC C 54': 
CABC 0 6 5 0  
cnec c 6ec 
C49C C  5 7 3  
C 9 8 C  t ' 7 p  I 
C4BC C 699 
CABC C 7 C  C 
CABCC 7 2 3  
C A R C C 7 3 r  
cA6cc71c C RC C 4': / 
CAB" 75C 
C4ROC 7 6 C  
C 4 8 0 0 7 7 C ~  
C480CT90  1 
CABC t 7 9 G  
C A B O C Q S ?  
CA6GC H I  C I 
CABCCS? t 
cAoC c 9 3c 
CAB0 cJ 94.1 
C 4 B 2 C  7 5 5  
CARC C 9 4 t  
C 4 9 3  9 Q 7C: 
C A B C C 9 9 .  
CARC C A 3 C  
C A O c o c T r  
C 4 P C " q !  c 
CARCC: ; 7 C  
C A D C C Q 7 p  
I 
. 
1 1 1 
i I I 
t 
8 
F I L E ?  CABLE F D E T Q A V  T I  i ' J 3 U V Y A N  D P . T A  S Y S T E Y S .  
0 3  1 3 5  1 = 1 r 3  C 4 8 0 C  ?oC 
D3 1 2 6 5  Jz l . 3  C 4 B S C  Q 3 C  
SUJ(  11 J )=I: C a H S C 4 l C  
I 
I 0 0 5  S N U D ( I r J ) = 3  C A O b C 4 2 C  
. .= ILE?-  CASL E F 3 C T f A V  . ~ T l  . -  - G G U M Y A N  D A T A  . S  
'p D U M ( 7 . 9 )  = AKSh(Usl2.  
. . I ) U Y ( R r ? I =  A L Y ( G Y 1 )  
O U M ( 8 r 2 )  = A L S Y t - S V U Y * G X l . - S N U X r G Y l )  
DUM( 9 r  3 )  = A L P H I  (-SNUZ.GY1 r - S N U Y s G Z l )  
. . D ( J W i s r 9 )  = -1, .. . . - . - .  
I F ( Y O D E (  10 mEO.1) G3 TO 1 0 1 5  
0'3 1 0 1 6  I = l r 3  
0'3 1 3 1 6  J t 1 . 3  
1016 SY'JD( I r J ) = 3 U V (  f r 7 r *ADSNU*DUM(  3 9  J)  * l Z *  
1015 CALL  HASH( 3 .9 )  
-- . 03  1 5 5 C  I ' l r 3  
@3 1 0 5 "  J = i r 3  
1OSC T ' 3 o R ( I r J ) =  DUY( I r J )  
I=(<9DE(!O)aEQ.l) C A L L  DcCUSY(THET* )  
D U Y ( l , 2 )  = -TUSU3*GX2 
DUY( 1 - 3 1  t iUSN3*G21  
. D L J V ( l * S )  = - T U S v C * S I N ( T M G Y 2 )  
D U ' 4 ( 1 * ~ )  = GV2 
3:Je4(  2 r  2 )  = S N W X * T U S N O * S X ~ / ~  2 . -  SNUY* TUSWO*GY2/12 . 
. .  D'JH( 2 r  3 )  = -sNUX*TUSYCI*GZ2/12. . . 
D U V ( P r 4 )  = S N U Y ~ T U S N C * S r N ( T H G X 2 ) / 1 2 *  
D U Y ( 2 r 5 1  = SNUX*TUsNO*SXh(THGY2)/12m 
-- DUY( 2 r  7 )  = ( - $ N U X * G Y Z - S N U Y * G X 2 ) / 1 2 r  . - - ..... . . . . - -- - . -. A .- -~ 
Our( 39 2 )  = - S k U Z ~ T U S N L I * C X 2 / 1 2 *  
DUVf  3. 3 = S U ~ J ? * ~ U S N O * G Z 2 / 1 2 . - S ~ U V * ~ U S h ( O * C Y 2 / 1 2  r 
DUu( 1 r S )  -SNUZ*TUSNO*S IN (TH ' IY2 ) / 12 .  . . . .. 
DUY( 39 6 )  = - S Y U V * T ' J S V O * S I N i T H G i ? 2 ) / 1 2 e  
OUH( 3 r  7 )  = ( S Y U Y ~ G L 2 + S Y U Z * G Y 2 )  / 1 2 *  
---.. .DUY(  4 r  1) = CXY( ' ;Y2*THGX2rALU) 
04J'4( 4 r  2 )  = G X S Y ( S V U Y r T u S X 2 r - S N U X r G Y 2  r T Y G X Z r A L U )  
D U V ( 4 . 3 )  = G X P H I ( - S N U ? r G Y 2 r T H G X Z r S N U Y r C J 2 2 r T H G X 2 r A L U )  
- D U H ( 4 r 4 )  = -1. 
DUU( 51 1) = G Y Y ( T H G Y 2 r 4 L U )  
D U r (  5 9  2 )  = GYSY( S P i U Y r G X 2 r T H G Y 2 r - S N U X r T H C Y Z r A L U )  
- - - - -  D U Y ( S * 3 )  = G Y ~ H I ( - S N U Z r T H G V 3 r f N I I V r G Z 2 . T Y G Y 2 . 4 L U )  
D U v ( 5 r 5 )  = -1.  
CUV' . i r  1 ) = G Z Y (  GY2r  T H G Z 9 r A L U )  
- DUH( 5 r  2 )  Ci!SY( SNUYrGX2r fHSZZ! . -SNUXrCY2  r fHGZ2.4LU)  
DUH(rCr3)  = G ~ P Y I ( - S N U Z ~ S Y ~ ~ T H G Z ~ ~ S N U Y ~ T H G Z ~ ~ A L J )  
D U Y ( 6 r h )  = -1 .  
I F ( K O P E ( 1 C )  r 5 ( 3 * 2 )  GO TO L C 2 0  ~ - 
C A L L  DcCSV( THETA ) 
A L U l = A L U + l  . 
- ~- CALL  S T I V T ( O r A L U l r G r 1 , l r T U S Y l m h i G B  
IF (NG.NEeC)  GO TO 50C0 
ALU2=ALU-1 
. . CALL  S t t Y T ( Q r A L U 2 r l  r l  r 1  r T U S N 2 r N C )  
I C ( Y G * N E * C )  G'Y Tq S Q C O  
AKTU=( T l lSY 1 -TUSN2 ) / 2 9  
4KSVU= AKTU 
1 0 2 3  C3Nf I V U F  
D I J V ( " r 7 )  = -1.  
c311Y(7r R )  = AKSh lU* l ? r  
D l J 9 ( q r l )  = A L Y ( G Y 2 )  
3 V V ( q r 2 )  = A L S Y ( S N U Y r G X 2 r - S U U X r G Y Z )  
C 4Rc" C 4SC 
CAOO C 36 2 
C&BC C 9 7 c  
CAR? C 9 9 C  
caac c s o r  
CPOC IOSC: 
C A B C l ? l C  
CAE? 1 ? t C  
C43C 1 3  3 ?  
C4Bl l  :Q@q 
CAFIC 1?SC 
C A W  1 C GC 
CASC 1 0 7 3  
CARC 1 C ?? 
CABC 1 3 9 C  
CAB3 1 1r5? 
C A B S l l I C  
CASC? 1 2 ?  
CAB0 1 1 3 0  
C 4 9 0  1 1 4 C  
CABS 1 15'3 
C A E  1 : 3c 
CARC 1 1 7 3  
c49r 1 1 9 c  
CA@C 1 ? 91: 
c A a c  1 2?c 
cA3C  ? 2 1 ?  
CABC 1 l 2 C  
C4BC ? 2 7 C  
CABC 1 2 4 3  
CAB? 12SC 
C4BC 1 2 6 C  
CAR0 1 2 7 9  
CA9C ? 2s: , C  
C4B2 ? 29C 
CABC : 3?n 3 
CA9 '3?21C  
CABC 1 3 3 0  
C48C ? 3 4 C  
CAR0 1 3 5 3  
CAB3 1 16(? 
cast 1 37:: 
C4RP 1 3 9 ?  
C4BC 1 3 0 0  
C4S? 14CC I ,  
C a S O l 4 l C )  
CABP 1 4 2 n  
C48C 1 4 3 0  
C 1 8 P  ?46P 
C 4 B n  145r 
CAq"!,GC1': 
CAHC 1 47r.  




- F I L E 3  C A D L E  F 3 R T R A Y  T I  G R U M ~ L N  D A T A  s 
O'dH( 9 r  3 )  = A L D H I ( - S N U Z r G Y 2 r S N U Y r G Z 2 )  
O U Y I B r R )  = -1. 
I F (  KP9E(  1 9  e E O  l 1) GO TO 1025 
03 1 0 2 6  1=1.3 
--.~.-.DO ' :26 Jz1.3 . . - .  . . . - .  
1 C 2 5  SNUC)( 1.J) =SNUD( I ~ J ) + T ) U Y ~ I ~ ~ ~ * A ~ ~ E V U * O U Y ~ ~ ~ J ) * ~ ~ ~  
1 0 2 5  C A L L  H A S H ( 3 . R )  
- . .. DO 1060 1 ~ 1 . 3  . .  - .  
on l c a c  J = I . ~  
1 C 6 3  ? D P L ( i . J ) =  O U M ( I r J )  
, - IF(YOOE( l ?  1 * E Q o  1) C A L L  DRCU';U( T H E T A )  
D U Y ( l r ? )  = - f L S W 3 * G X 3  
D I J H ( l r 3 )  = T L S N , 3 * G 7 3  
- _ -  . D U Y (  l r  5 )  = - f L S N 3 * S f N ( T H G Y 3 )  . . 
b U u ( ! r 7 )  = GVT! 
DUY(  2. 2 )  = SNLX*TLSNC1*GX3/12.-SNLY*TLSNO*GY3 112 
* .  O U u (  2 . 3 )  = -SNLX*TLS* :C l *GZ3 /1Zo  
D U u (  2 . 4 )  = S N L Y * T L S N ? * f I N ( T H G X 3 ) / r 2 .  
@Utd( 2 r  5 )  = S N L X * T L S Y O * S I Y (  T H G V 3 ) / 1 2 .  
. DUM( 3r 7 )  = ( - S N L X * G Y ~ - S N L Y * S X ~ ) / L ~ O  . - . .  - .. - .  
OUH( 3. 2 )  = S ) U L Z * T L S N O * C X 3 / 1 2 o  
OUU( 3 r  3 )  = - S N L ~ * T L S Y ~ * C ~ ~ / ~ ~ O - S N L Y * ~ L S N O * G Y ~ / ~ ~ ~  
. D J  3 s  5 = S N L Z * T L S Y 3 +  S I N (  T u G Y 3 ) / 1 2 . ~  --- - - -- . - -- .- - - 
1 DUM( 3.6) = - S N L Y * T L S % C + S f Y ( T Y G Z 3 ) / 1 2 .  
I 
! D U u (  3 . 7 )  = ( S N L V - G 7 3 - S Y L t * G Y 3 ) / 1 2 .  
i.. . D U M ( 4 r  1)  = G X Y ( S Y 3 r f H G Y 3 s k L L )  - .~ 
O U M ( 4 r  2 )  = C X S Y ( S N L Y r T h G X 3 . - f Y L X r G Y 3  r T H S X I r A L L )  
D U M ( 4 . 3 )  = G X ~ H I ( S V L Z r G Y 3 r T Y G X 3 r S N L Y  * G Z 3 r T H G X 3 r A L L )  
- -  . 4  = -1. . - .- . . - - .  -. - . -  
O U M ( 5 r  I )  = G Y Y ( T H C Y 3 r A L L )  
D ' J M ( S r  2 )  = G Y S v ( C ' I L Y r G Y 3 r T ~ G Y 3 r - S N L X  rTC1I ;YJrALL)  
. - D U u (  '5.3) = G Y P H I (  S V L Z n f H G Y 3 r S N L Y m 5 Z 3  r T Y G Y 3 r A L L )  
D U Y ( 5 . S )  = -1. 
D U U ( f 5 r l )  = CZY(  G Y 3 r T Y G Z S r A L L )  
-- . D ' J u ( 5 r  2) = G t S Y ( S N L Y r G ~ 3 r ~ H C Z 3 r - S N L X r G Y 1 s T H S Z 3 r A L L )  
DUu(?i* 3) = G Z ~ H f ( S Y L Z r G Y 3 r T ~ G Z 3 r S N L Y r T Y G Z 3 r A L L )  
D U ' 4 ( 6 , 6 )  = -1. 
-- - f F ( K 3 D E (  I ? )  eEO.2) GO T O  133C 
C A L L  OCCSV ( T H E T A  
A L L l = A L L  +1 
C 9 L L  S T I Y f  ( O r  A L L l r C s l  r 1 r f L S 4 J l  t N G 1  
IF(NG.NF.~) GO T n  sceo 
ALL.?= 4 L L - 1  l 
C A L L  3 f I N T ( Q r A L L 2 * C v l r  l r T L S Y 2 r N G )  
IF (  YGoNEoC ) GO TO 5 0 0 0  
4 K T L = ( T L S N l - T L S N 2 )  / 2 0  
AY SWL = AK T L  
IOJC c o v r x Y u =  
D U \ 1 ( 7 r 7 )  = -1. 
b U u ( 7 r  P - )  = A K S N L * 1 2 o  
3 U ' 4 ( R * 1 ) =  A L Y ( C Y 3 )  
DUK( 9 . 2 )  = A L S V (  S N L V r C X 3 r - S V L X r G Y 3 )  
fXJM( q *  ? )  = ALDHT( S V L 7 r G V 3 * S V L Y r G 7 3 )  
D O Y ( S r R \  = -1. 
~ = ( K ~ D E (  1: . ~ r ) * l  ~3 fr? l ~ l 5  
Y S T E M S  
C  4RC 1 4 9 Q  
CAHG 150 3 
C A M  1 S !  0 ; 
C A R 0  1520 
C ~ B C  r r 3 c  
CARC ? 5 4 3  
C 4BC 1 5 5 C  
CABC 1560 
CABC ? 5-0 
C 4 R C 1 5 ' ? C  
CASC 1 Sat 
C 4 9 C  1 cr t 
CABC 1525 
I *  
C A B 0 1 6 1 0  1 
! C A B C l 6 3 0  i 
C 4 0 ?  1 6 4 C  1 
C \ 5 C l 5 5 3  i 
CAE43 1660 j 
CAOC 16712 i 
c m c i a a c  1 
CABC 169? I 
C ~ Q C  I70 c 1 
C48C 171 .3  
C  4 R 0  1 72C  
CASC 1 7 7 ~  
i 
CAB51 1 f 4 t  
C  A R C  1752 I ! 
C 4 8 3 1 7 5 C  I 1 .  C q H C l 7 7 0  . 6 
C 4 9 C  : 793 I 
C 4 6 0 1 7 9 ?  1 
:aF\: 1 !3(! c. t 
C A B ?  l s l ?  4 
CARC 192? f 
C. r \BC197"  
c A 9 C  ? 340 
C 9 9 C  145C 1 
csec lqno  I 
C A R 3  : 870 
CAHC l R 3 C  
CA@C 1 q Q C  ! 
cser t w o  1 
C4RC 1'4 . C  
C 4 8 C  1 3 2 C  ? I 
C A R 0  1 9 3 2  
CABCL' l '+ rJ  i 
C A B C l  SC 1 
C 4 8 C  1 0 6 0  ! 
C A P 6  1Ci79 ! 
CABC 19~': ! 
C 4 O C  1749  
C 4 8 C  2 C  ;) C 
C 4 R C  2" !" 
I 
I 
C 4 S ?  ?r, 3C 
C 4 Y ? Z ? ? :  I 
i: 
% 00 l C 3 6  C 4 8 0  2': SC 
03 1 C 3 6  Jz1.3 C A 6 3  2 C  5 C  
1336 S U U X  I I J ) = S W U 3 (  1.J 1+3U*( I . 7 ) * A C ) S N L * D U Y ( R * J ) * l 2 ~  CAB0 2': 53 
1035 C A L L  Y A S H ( 3 . 8 )  CAB0 20 7 0  
~ 0 3  1C70 I = l r 3  -- _- - .  . . - .. . . . .-. - -- .-A -.. - - .. C46C 2 2  9c 
63 : 3 7 C  JzZ.3 CABC 2'? 30 
1 0 7 5  P'lfL( 1 9  J )= 3 U W (  I .  J)  CABC21 OC 
. .  I F ( Y O O E ( 1 3 ) . € 0 . 1 )  C A L L  DQCUSY(-. 'HETA) . . C A R 0 2 1  :3 
n l J M ( l r 2 )  = - T L S Y O * G X 4  CASC 2 1 22 
OlJM( 1. - 1  = T L S N 3 * G Z I  CABC 21 3: 
- D'JU( l r S )  = - T L S V O * S I N ( T H G Y ~ ) .  . . - .... - - - - .-. - C49C 2 1 4C 
U 1 7  = G Y 4  C43C 2  1 3f 
DUVt 2 = S V L X * T L S N O * G X 4 / 1  ?.+SYLY* TLS 'JO*GY4 /I20 C4BC 21 5 P  
OUY( 21 = - S N L X * T L S h ( 2 * G Z a / ? 2 *  - - .  _.  C A e c 2 1 7 C  
OUY( 2 .4 )  = - S Y L Y + T L S N ' 3 * S I N (  T H G X 4 ) / 1 2 r  CARC 2 1 SC 
O U w ( 2 . 5 )  = S M L X * T L S ? r l C * S I ~ ! ( T C ( G V 4 ) / 1 2 w  CABC 2 1 3 C  
~ OUh( 2 - 7 1  = ( - S Y L X * G Y 3 + S Y L Y * C U O ) / l 2 o  . .  - -. ... C46C 2229 
DUw( 3.2) = SNLZ* 'CSNO*GX4/12.  CA9C 2 ? !  C 
OUY( 'a 7 )  = -SNLZ*TLS%T*G?4 / :Z .+Sk lY*TLSN3*CV4 /12 .  C4BC 222C 
.- D t J M ( 3 r  5 1 = S N L Z * T L S N C * S I K f  T d G Y 4 ) / 1 2 r  . . .. . . . . _ _ _ _  - . -. CABC 22 3 3  
DUY(  3 r 6 1  = S N C Y * T L S h c J * S I ~ ~ ( T H G 7 4 ) / 1 2  r CABC 2 2 0 6  
D O Y ( 3 . ? )  = ( - S N L Y * G Z 4 - S N L f * C Y Q ) / r Z .  C I B C  2?50 
. _ - . _ D i J u < 4 , ? )  = G X Y ( G Y 4 r T H G X 4 r A L L )  . - - . . . . . - - CABC225C 
O U V ( 4 . j )  = GXSY( -SULY.  THGX4r-SNLX.GY4.THCX4 * A L L )  CABC 2 7 7 3  
DUV( 4.3) = GXOHI( S ~ ~ Z . G Y ~ . ~ . ~ G X ~ . - S N L Y . C ~ ~ . T H G X ~  PALL)  c4as 3 9 % .  
. D U Y ( 4 . 4 )  = -1. .- - - . C-4BC 22 3.3 
D U Y C S r  1 )  = G Y Y ( T H G Y 4 . A L L )  , C A B C 2 3 3 C  
3 U M f  5 - 2 1  = G V S Y ( - S V L Y . G X 4 r T c ( G Y 4 . - S N L ' ~ . T H G Y 4 m A L L )  CABC 23 ? C 
- - - . C J Y ( 5 . 3 )  = G Y P H I (  S ' . I L Z S T H S Y ~ ~ - S Y L Y ~ G Z ~ S T ~ G Y ~ ~ A L L )  . C 4 8 C 2 3 2 C  
O U Y ( 5 . 5 )  = -1. CARC L3?r 
D ' J u ( 6 r  1 )  = G I Y ( C Y 4 . T H G Z 4 r A L L )  C43C 2 7 4 C  
.- - D U Y ( 6 r 2 )  = G Z S Y ( - S V L Y . C X ~ ~ T H G Z ~ S - S N L X . G Y ~ ~ T ~ ~ Z ~ ~ ~ L L ~  CABC 235C 
C U v ( 5 . 3 )  = GZPHI(SVLZ.GY4.TYGZ4~-SNLY.THGZ4 W A L L )  CAB? 2 3 60 
b U u ( b r 6 )  = -1. CABC 2 3 7Q 
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A (4EQr) ( 7 % )  9 ? C C c l  r ( A r E r f  79) E F )  ( A c R F ( 3 C )  = C )  . CAdC'CCaC 
5 ( A E C P  ( 8 1 )  . 4F) * ( A F c ? ( 9 2 )  3s) * l * E q Q ( 9 3 )  r uVCE) *  C A 9 X 3 : -  
6 ( A E K 9  ( 9 4 ) .  H L C F ) r ( C E F r ( P 5 ) .  H U C = ) * ~ A F ~ O ~ S ~ ) ~  H L t C ,  C 4 C ? ? 3 i r  
7 ( A r c 9  ( 6 7 )  D C C )  l ( a ' F E C ( 9 8 )  C C 9 )  r ( A C E 7 ! ( 9 9 )  A L F )  C4BC1f1Z'  
9 ( b c C 7  ( 9 P ) *  C V F ) r ( A c C c ( O 1 )  = b 4 r ) 9 ( 4 L 1 3 ? ( 3 ? )  = ' J G ) *  C a q ? :  7 7 ) :  
9 ( A F = O ( O l ) *  E + + G  ) * ( G E C C ( 9 4 )  T K S )  * ( 4 = C T ( Q 5 )  A K C )  C 4 q " - 7 4 '  
A ( A E F T (  96). A L r C ) * (  l r c G ( 9 7 )  e S T L - T ) e ( 4 f G O ( 9 9 ) * 4 L L T T ) *  C97C 6- 7%'  
I I 1 
G k U M Y A v  D A T A  S Y S T E ' J  
6 ( A E ~ 3 ( 9 Q ) ~ T L F T ~ ) ~ ( ~ E ~ O ( 1 C C ~  ~ b K L F T ) ~ ( 4 E = 3 ( l C l  A L L  C \ 9 " C ? 5 ^  
- -- c ( A E c 3 (  l f  2 ) e A L T X )  ( 4 E 4 0 ( 1 C 3 )  . A L T Z )  CABC C 3 7 C  
@&'A k N u l * K V W 2  / * V E E T  1CAL.a * H ? t I  ZNTL./ C 4 6 C 3  39: 
GTO=57.2959  C9BOC 3 Q C  
-- VALl='YFTA -- . .- - - -  .. . . -- - - - - - CABC042C 
0 = QH3*VCI *V3 /2*C C I B f ) ( ? 4 1 C  
64 I N D = < 2 D E ( S )  CAFJr) C 4 ?C 
. 63 72  ( 5C1m 5 3 2 m 5 C 3 .  5 2 4 l m l l r ; l  ... - - .  .. . - .- . . -  . -- .. C 4 0 3 C 4 2 C  
53 1 VNU! = X N V 1  C 4 9 c C C 4 =  
YYYZ=WNU2 C4RCC45C 
- C 4 L L  CoLVV(STAFeWLUFl  w L L = ~ P U C = ~ Y L C ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ V ~  *TWE-4m: 1 C A 3 C C o h '  
CPLL S p L V H (  STAG *3LH=*Wt9c*-LIC * 3 C O * C o  * E H C *  T H E T $ - 3 )  C 4 E i C C 4 7 f  
63 73 SCS CA3CC 
. _-..53 ?! V'U'fl:=YNv2 . - ~. CAdCC4 i i ' I  
Y N Y Z = l N u I  C 4 B 3 C 5 ? C  
C A L L  = P L Y H (  S T A F * 3 L F F *  .LHF*AE*?C=*  C. * f  CcF*TqCTAe 1) C4SCOS', C 
C A L L  cOLYV( S74c MLUC r W L L 9  * H U C ? s H L c E  *EP e & V = . f H ? 7 4 * 3 )  CABC t 52: 
GO 7 3  5 C 5  C4PC t 53 3 
5 0 7  Y h ) V l = X N M I  C4HOC 5 4 C  
-- YvUZ=x*.iv 1 - CADCC 5% 
C A L L  F P L Y V (  S T A F *  * L u r e  & L L r * n u c ' = * c i L C F * € F . F  V = *  T H E T A *  : C A R t  C S4C 
C A L L  F P L Y V ( S T A F * Y L U 9 * W L L C . H U C f  * Y L C c m E G * f V O * T Y 5 T A * 3 )  C A 9 C G 5 7 C  
GO 13 5 : s  . .  . ~~ C4d^.35;rc:  
534 Y U V l = X N W l  CARPi .5Qt  
YN'II>=XN'US C I B C C  5" .; 
. . C A L L  C P L Y Y (  C T 4 F * 9 L q = . k . ' L Y = s d C : s 3 C F * C o  mFHC.Te!r'Tb *I 1 C 4 3 C 2 S l C  
C A L L  G P L Y H I  Sf A c * P L H + * W L W =  9-AF;*CCF * C o  * F Y F o f H E T & * 3 )  CASCC 42C 
505 I F ( K S D E (  11 ) S C 6 * 5 3 7 * 5 C 6  C46Cbf jqZ  
- 535 VLCT = WLCQ + CL-X. S IP ! (T~ETA  1 - ALTZ-CC)S( T ~ E T ~ )  . c4qrc6ar 
S w A L t  = S r E C C  - A t T X * C ? S : T H E T S l  - & L T Z * S I s < ( T S 7 T 4 )  CIF?r *? 6q r  
x L C - H ( S )  = S ! 2 Z f ( ( W L L f T  - W L L T ) + * 2  + ( S T L T T  - S T A L T ) * * Z )  C43CICSGC 
. .  I F ( F I c S T * V E o ? . ) G 3  73 12 CAB3 9 5 7C 
E L L 3 = l L  Gf Y( 5)  CARCCCIsC 
12 F L L = X L  Gf Y( 5 C4BC C 69f. 
- --- . fLF7 = T L F T  S + A K L F + *  ( E L L - E L L 3  CAB: C 7'1 C 
b q u (  5 * 1 )  = 4 L  TX C16CC 7: : ,  
4CV( 5 . 2  )=C  CA35CI7TT 
AQ*( 5 .  3 )=AL fZ CABC 3-YC 
F l L f T  = ( T L F f m ( S T A L T  - S f L T T ) ) / X L G T H ( 5 )  C 4 3 3 0 7 4 C  
F Z L T  = ( T L F T * ( Y L L T  - W L L T T )  1 / X L G W ( S )  C 4 8 0  G75C 
- = X L T S  = e X L f T * C 3 5 ( f ~ E f A )  - C L L T T * I f N ( f W F T A )  . c A 6 c o 7 4 3  
FtLfF3 = F Z L T T + C j S ( ' t i C T A )  + r X L T T * S ? N ( T # T T h )  C 4 9 C C 7 7 t .  
YYL'?' =( FXLf  R+OL'Z - f ZLTA*AL'X) / i Z m  C40r: C 7 9 5  
&PC( 5 .  : ) = A V C D S (  C X L i 9 f T L F t )  C4HQC 7 3 C  
~ o c ( 5 . 2 ) = 3 . 1 ~ 1 5 3 / 2 .  CABC JT) r 
AOC( 5. 2 ) = 4 c C O S ( F Z L T 9 / T L F T  1 COB:  c 31 c 
- - -  G 3  f ?  CC.9 C4RC C 92-  
S d 7  F X L t P = C o  c s o c c s ~ c  
FZL T Q = C  ClB:C8&C 
V M L e r = ?  C S n C C S 5 3  
X L G ~ Y (  5 ) = ~  canc ~r q . i c  
T L F ? = ?  C A 3 p 0 8 7 ?  
- .  n? 1 3  f a - 1 . 3  C A H T  C Jq?  
~ a v (  ' i . 1 4  I=:  CAH: c 97'  
A 3 C (  5 .  1 4  ) = ?  c 4 ~ '  c 3< ? 
- 13  C ~ Y T I V U E  
i - - 528  C4LL C i N T ? V ( F X S ~ i * ~ Z S N r E V S V . T H E T 4 1  .- . 1' ( F I C S T - N F o O o l G 7  T7 5 1 ( ?  
I F ( K ' 3 D F ( S ) . E O o C )  GS TO 512 
U G I t c (  I W r 5 3 9 ) Y V u l  eY%W2 
- . 
. -. ~ - . - --- - - - -  
5 0 0  c 3 S y A T (  * C A B L E  C 3 N = f G U c 4 T I C N  ?N Y C C ' L e * / r  
l e  F?3UT C 4 R L E  I S  e r A 9 * *  4YC GEAQ C A E L E  I S  ' ~ 4 9 )  It - 512 E L 3 = x L G 7 H (  3 ) + X L G Y H ( 4 )  - . . 
i' 
: 510 E L = X L G C k 4 ( 3 ) + X L G f H ( 4 )  $ 1 2 = T = ? + A K = * ;  EL-:LC 
- .  _- E L  ? F T  =O*SM*( ~ L ? + C L A * T H E ' ~ + C L ? ? + ~ E )  . . f ,  A ~ ~ ~ C = Q * S ~ * ( C ~ ~ + C ? : * T C . E ~ A + C S ~ ~ * ~ E  1 
F 1 4 I F = - A 3 = A G * C 3 S ( y k E T A )  + I L I = T *  S f Y ( T H E f A )  
F T A I 3 = - A 3 2 A 5 * S I Y ( ' h F T L  1 - E L f r r * C ? S ( T H E T 4 )  
. . WrJTX=- 32.,9*AM*SIh(( TH3fb)  
d G ~ t = ' 1 2 . 2 - 4 v * C 3 s ( ~ P F T a  1 
. E ~ * s T = (  Z : C * ~ G T ~ - ~ C S * U G T Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  1 F X C 7 = T F * ( C D S ( & D C (  3.11 ) + f T S ( P 3 C ( 4 * 1 )  ) )  
F Z ~ ~ = ~ ~ * ( C O ~ ( ~ O C (  3 . 3 )  ) + c ? s ( a 3 c ( r e 3 )  
. . .  ~ F X C F H = ' = * ( C O S ( b 3 C < l e l )  ) + c C : S ( A 3 C ( 2 0 1 1 ) )  
F Z C F H = T F * ( t ? S ~ A b C ~ l e 3 ~ ~ + t C S ~ 4 3 C ~ 2 * ~ ) ) ~  
g EMOC=2 
. .  33 511 ! = I s 4  . . - -  - -  - - - -. - - . -  .. 
T  EYS=TF 
I=( I .v .q ) rws= rb  
E Y ~ C = E ~ O C + T E V S * ( C ~ S ( ~ C C (  I . ~ ) ) * A O Y ( I ~ ~ ) - C O S ( A ~ C ( I ~ ~ ) ) * A ~ ~ ( I ~ I ) )  
51 1 C 3 V T  I U U E  
E*3C=5MPC/12.  
-. . - 
b f93U=Q*SW*CBtL7* '  CuJ+C(c04*THET4+CMOE*9E 1 
FF==? CFH+F7C= +F?L TP +FZ CNJ+k'GTJ+FZA TS 
GC==X CFH+FXCK + F X L t 3 + = X  S \ + d G f  X+=XA I 
~ 3 = E ' 4 3 C  + Y Y L F f  +ZYSY+EY # S T + A C C J Y  
REfUcV 
EVD 
. . - . . -- 
S'Jn?@uT[Wf F O L v V (  S ' L V r r L U r  WLL *HCIU*'-I~-!L e E P r Q A 3 e f H E T A  * I  F)  
C3MWCY /DAT/AF=S(  1 7 5 ) r A ? G ? D (  5 - 1 * K C 1 5 ( 2 4 ) * L L  
C3WY3Y / D i Y C H A / ? f ! ? r X L G T 4 ( 5 )  * A y C ( 5 * 3 )  * A D ~ ( 5 r 3 )  * T R * T L = T * T C  
. ... . E W I V A L E V C E  ( 4 E = 0 ( 7 6 ) e b L Z ~ ) e  ( ~ E r ^ 0 ( 7 7 )  .STACc)  . ( A E F O ( 7 B ) e 3 L i = )  
D I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9  
3' C A W =  A f 4 Y (  H H i J I E o )  
T I =  E3*Em tPHU*!iHU . . - -  - - .  .- ~- 
-- 
. .. . - . -. . - - . - -. - - 
T2= T q E T A  +G4YU 
IF(  IF.EQ.31 T2=GAuU-THFTP 
wLUC= WLC3 +SQFT(  T I  ) t S I V ( T Z )  
T 3= WLU -dLlJC 
T 4 =  A S S ( S T 4 C Q  - S T A V )  - S a = T ( T l  ) * C O S ( T 2 )  
.- . XLUO= SGQT( T f * T 3 + T & * T o )  
xLU= S Q F  T( XLUo* XLUP -c A T * =  b D  
RUO= 4 t & Y (  f 3 / 7 4 ]  
D3U= A t A V (  0 AD/XLO 1  
R=T A l l = (  4UO - g q U ) . s f 3  
GAq4L= A f  4Y ( HHL/Eb 1  
T S t  E n + F m  +HHL*HHL 
T 4 =  THE74  - G I Y L  
f F ( 1 C . 5 0 . 1 )  ~ ~ * - ( T F ~ E T A + I ; ~ ' . * L )  
c 4 3 0 c o 1 t  
C1BC C92: 
C4!3CC0-Cc 
C A M  C 9 4 S  
C48C ?\9 5: 
C 4 9 C C o h C  
C A 3 C  C,Q7 t 
cast co.1: 
C4BQCQ9? 
C 4 R O 1 3 C f  
C 4 S ~ l C l ~  
c a 3 2  1: 2C 
C 4 3 C  1.77: 
C 4 9 ? 1 ^ 4 '  
CAaC l a 5 2  
C43C 10 5 C  
C4BC 1 S T C  
c 4 a ?  i q d c  
C 4 5 C  lC?' 
C 1 3 S 1 1 2 t  
C A a o l t l r  
CABS 11 2C 
CAa? 1 1 3 -  
CAB0 11 l e  
C 4 B t  1 : 5 -  
COPC 11 5.- 
C 4 B C l I 7 c '  
CA9" 1 9 "  
CAB? 119' 
c49c 12.- - 
C49C 1 2 1 :  
CADC l22C 
C 4 8 "  2 3 f  
C A d C  1 2 k C  




c ~ a f i ? 0 5 c  
C 4 9 C C O A 2  
C 4 9 C C C 7 "  
CAPC I= C S'I 
CA9C t 39: 
c49c G 13C 
CADCO11C 
CASC C 1 PC. 
C 4 W C  13': 
C 4 t \ C C 1 G C  
C A a t  fi ? 5C 
c 4 e r  0 1 cjC 
c 4 3 r  G! 77 
c49r r 19? 
C 4 3 t  C : u n  
C P 9 C C 2 7 "  
C 4 3 C C Z l ' :  
. F.ILEC C a 3 k E  F 3 R T Q A N  T l  G R U M Y A Y  D A T A  5 
WLLCt WLCF: + S 0 & 7 ( 7 5 ) * S I V ( T  3) 
- - T 7 =  WLLC -*LL . . - .~ 
f q =  ARS( f T 4 C Q  - S T A V )  - S ' 3 = f  ( T S ) * C O S ( T 6 )  
w 
ii XLLP= SORT( T 7 * T 7  + T 8 * T 8 )  
. X L L =  SQPT(  X L L D f  X L L o  -=ADLEAD 1. . - -_-.- .- ' - - - . - - .  - .- -. . - -. .- ---- 
8 $ BLD= AT 4u( 7 7 / T S  ) 
g b3L= &TAU( R A D I X L L  1  
... . BETAL= (SL2 -DBL)*F.TD . - -  - .  ---- -- 
If=( I=. "o l  )G9 TO 1 
XL GTY( 7 ) = X L U  
5 
:. . XLGTH( a )=YLL - . -  . 
AOC( 3.1 )=9ETAU/cTD-THETA+DX 
. - ADC( 3 r  2)=-01/2m 
. . . - ADC(  3 r  Z ) = 3 1 / 2 0 - A D C 1 3 m  1 )  -. - -  . . - .  . .  - - .  . - ~ 
A D C ( 4  r 1 )=PI - (  9Ff 4 L / R T 3 - T Y F T 4  ) 
ADC( 4 . 2  )=-= 1/2 
- . A 3 C ( ~ , ? ) = P I / Z - A 3 C ( * r X )  . . . - 
P c V ( 3 r  1 ) = - E P + c b 3 * f I U ( A D C ( 3 . 1 ) b  
A Q q (  l m 2 ) = ? 0  
ACV(  3,3)=-HHU+i: 4 0 t ~ O S ( ~ ~ C < 3 m  f 1 )  . - .  - - - - -  . . - -  - - - - - -  
A a V (  4.1 I = - E P - G A D * S I N (  4DC(4.r)  ) 
A7M( 4 r 2 ) = ? 0  
-- .. - ASM(4 .  ? ) = t l H L - ~ A 3 * C C S ( A C C ( ~ s  1) ) ... .. - .. - -  . - -  . - - -  
R El U t  U 
1 YLG'H( 1 ) = X L U  
-. - X L G T H (  2 ) = X L L  
A DC( 1 r 1 =-S E T A U I c  T 3  +THE t A  
h b C (  1 r 2 )=C f / 2 m  
. . A n C l !  s ?)==1 /2m-4?C(  1 l 1 )  . . . - - . . .- - .- - - - . - . 
A 3 C (  2.1 ) = 3 E 7 A L / 2 ? 3 + T * F T A  
ADC( 2.2)=D1/2m 
. - ADC( 2r 3)=31/2m-:DC( 2 L  - 
P G M ( l r  1 ) = € ~ + Q A D * S f N ( A C C ( ~ m 1 ) )  
AFY(  l r  2 )=C l 
. .- -- . . A c v (  l , ? ) = - H H U - c 4 C * C O S ( P . 3 < ( l m 1 ) )  
A R V (  2 r 1 )  . E 3 - 1 A @ * S I N ( 4 D C (  2 .11 
A='V(Zr  2 )=C l 
-.. . A k d (  2 s  1 ) = H ! C + G A D * C 3 S ( 4 D C ( t s I  1 )  
G tf U 2 V  
END 
S U P F 3 U f  I % E  Q P L Y Y ( S T b 3 ~ ~ L ~ Y L D ~ X ~ ~ Y P ~ Z P ~ P 4 3 ~ T H E T 4 ~ I F )  - 
COMYOU /C)AT/AEG ?(  175) * A F G f P (  5 3 )  mKlZPE( 26 )  rLL 
C3YWOV / ~ L Y C H A / ~ T O ~ X L G T Y ( S ~ ~ A ~ C ( ~ ~ ? )  r A G W ( 5 m 3 1  mTQmTL'=T*TF 
-. . $ ! o u ~ v ~ L E V C C ' ( ~ E ~ ~ (  7 5 ) m ~ ~ C E ) s ( A ? t 0 ( 7 7 )  mST4Ccb  e ( A E R D ( 7 8 )  a!3l-C') 
P I t 3 m 1 4 1 5 Q  
X W T = S T A C Q - t T A D  
- . - . . . ZWT=WLC4-WLD 
U 3 t X W T + C 7 S ( T H E T A ) - Z W f * S 1 V ( T H F : T 4 )  
Z J = X # T * S f V (  T t iF -A  ) + Z W ~  *COS(  TtiFTA) 
. ~ .  ~. 7 3 s  RLC - Y a  
T 1 * = x 9 - x o  
X L w I P =  S Q C T ( T W T 9  + T l C * T I C  ) 
- -- B H I " =  A T A V ? ( f 9 , T 1 3 )  
U L k t I =  SO>T(  X L H I D * K L V I S  - ; ~ 2 * 0 4 3  
C;3HI = 6 4N( Q 4 D / Y L H I  ) 
c 4 a c c 2 4 ~  
c ~ B C . 0 2 5 c  
CASC 0 2 6 2  
C A S C 0 2 7 3  
C A B r 0 2 9 ' !  
CA90 C2Q;  
C4BC233C 
c ~ a ? c 3 1 *  
C A 9 C  C32': 
caa-c.33: 
. F I L E ?  CAakE F3GTcbY T 1 G P U M Y A N  C A T A  S 
R H f =  BHIp -0gHI 
T l l = Z S - L O  . . . -. ~ . E -  - -  X L = S ~ ~ T ( X L H I + X L H I + ~ I I * T I ~ )  
t & T H l ? = ~ 1 C - ~ P O * C 3 S ( B H I )  
'W9=7?-P 4 9 * S I Y ( 9 H I )  . . - ~ . -  - -  - ..- . . - . ~- 
I F ( I C . E Q . 3 1 G 7  13 3 
Y L G T H (  1 ) = X L  
' i. - -  K L G ~ M (  Z)=XL  ~- . . . - - - - -. - - . - - . - - - . - - . - - 
ADC(  1 r 1 ) = A Q C ? S (  + ' 4 1 C / x L  
ADC(  1 . 2  )=A& CO S ( t H Q / X L  
- G _ _  ._ _ .  AQC( 1 . 3 ) = b Q C 7 S ( ' 1 1 / X L )  - . - . . - - - . . . . . . - -- - - . . - . 
A 3 C ( 2 . 1 ) = - 4 3 C (  1.1) 
A D C ( ~ . P ) = ~ I - A O C (  1.2) 
. 4 0 C (  2 r  3 ) = 4 3 C (  l r  3 )  . -  - -  . .. 
A;u( l , l ) = X P - Q b Q = S I N ( J H I )  
A = M (  1, ? ) = V o + S A D * C 3 5 ( 3 H I  ) 
. - .. . A2 '4 (1 ,3 )=? .  . - . . .- .-  . . 
A=u( 2.1 )=AQw(  1.1) 
hsv(2.2)=-4=' - " (1.21 
A?Y(2 .3 )=? .  -. . . . . - . . . . - . . . -  - . - . - - 
ETUr? 'J 
3 X L G T H t  3 ) =XL  
. X L C T H (  * ) = x L  . .. . - . . - .. - . . - 
A 3 C t 3 .  1 ) = 4 c C ? S ( T H I C / X L  
A3C( 3 r Z ) = E 7 C 3 S (  T i i q / X ~  
- - A X (  3, ? ) = b c C e ! S (  -1 l / X L  1 
A 3 C t 4 . 1  I = - A D C ( 3 .  : ) 
A D C ( 4 . 2 ) = 3 I - A D C (  3.2) 
4 3 c (  4. ?)=aDc(  3, '3) 
A Z W (  3. l ) = X > S A C * f  ?l '<:3HI ) 
A R V (  3 , 2 ) = V m - 7 A S * C 3 S ( 9 t i I  1 
-. - . A Q V ( ~ . ~ ) = C .  
4 1 * 4 (  4.1 ) = A F H (  39 1) 
b c u ( 4 . 2 ) = - A ? Y  (3.2) 
-- .. - - A c M ( 4 . 2 ) = C .  
s '?TUG 'u 
EV? 
-. - . 5U'-,c2U+IYE O L G T Y ( C l r C 2 r C 3 r I C  r I O X )  . - 
C  C!IUt~i)''?S 3 r - L - L G T H  E O  F O G  X - 2 - T H E T A  OF Y - P S I - D H I  C3EFF 
' ; ~ ' : ? ' ? ' ! f ~ . Y ~ ~ A / ~ 7 3 * ) ! L G f H (  5 )  . A 3 C  (5.3 . A F Y ( 5 . 3 )  . T 9 . T L F T  * T F  
-.. - 11': . 3 . K  .'%C )GC T O  1 - -  - -  - - -. . - 
C 1  = -C. ; t ;40C[  IC. 1 ) )  
;?=-C::t:< 4 D C l  I C r  3 1 ) 
C 3 = ( A F v (  I C .  1 ) * C ' ? S ( A 3 C (  I C ~ 3 ) . C O S ( 4 D C ( I C * 1 ) ) ) f l 2 .  
S r T u c V  
1 C l r - C 3 S (  4nC( IC. 21 
C 2 = ( A ' V (  I C e 2 ) * C 3 S [ b O C (  fC~!~)-%~Y(lC~l)*C~S(A9C(IC~2)1~/!2. 
c ~ = ( A : v (  IC. 3 ) * ~ 9 3 ( 4 3 ~ (  1c.2) ) - l c r (  I C . ~ ) * C O S ( P O C (  1c .21 )  )YIP. 
C ETUF V 
-.. E V C  /- 
SiJR?TrJf I N E  D C C S L G (  I C r C Y  1 r C Z  1 r C T l  r r X . l r C Z ' 7  e C f 3 )  
C COu>ll 'ES O - D I 3  C n S  EOS X - 2 - f H C T A  C C E F F .  
C C W \ l 3 N / O L V C H A / P T 3 , h L G T P (  5 )  * A T E (  S * ? )  r b c Y ( 5 . 3 )  p T = r I ' L F T . T F  
C % l = S I N <  APC( IC. 1) ) / X L G f - I (  IC ) * I  2. 
IF( a+=.( M ~ C (  1 C r 2 ) - 1 . 1 0 1 5 9 )  . G T . . r , O C ~ l )  GO TO 2 
CAOCc '77C 
CABC C  79 J 
c s f 3 s c 7 3 :  
C A B C C B C C  
CA9C C 9 1 i  
C A 9 0  C92; 
CABC 6Y3? 
C A P C C B 4 T  
C A B 7 C 9 5 C  
C A R 0 0 9 6 C  
C * B C 3 ' ? 7 '  
C A g r C s r -  
C A W  0 33" 
c49: .? 3: - 
C 4 8 F C Q I f  
C A W  032%: 
CABCiC?3? 
CARC 0 9 4 C  
COBCCoS:  
CABC C Q E ?  
C A B 3  0 9 7 :  
C A B C O Q q f  
C 4 0 C  C Q o r  
C A B S  1'39: 
CAOC t i  1 4  
C 4 3 t  1 2 2  
CAB@ 1 5  3C 
CARC I ? * <  
C A F f  ? P ST 
C A B ?  1': 5': 
csac 1:7- 
cmc. i r  9 5  
C 4 9 C  I C 9 C  
C A B C 1 1 3 3  
C 4 R C  1:1 
C 4 9 C  1 1  2' 
C A 0 r  1 ! 3C 
CABC l l 4 ?  
c a w  I I =; t 
CAQC 11 5 ;  
CAEC 11'" 
C A B C . 1 1 4 3  
CAR9 1 : 3: 
C4HC 12: : 
C A 9 0 1 2 l r  
CARC 1 2 2 '  
c 4 a c  1 2 - "  
C A 9 C  121. : 
C A b C  1Zr.C 
CABC : 2 5 :  
C A W  I 2 7 :  
c 4 3 C  129:  
C 4 n C  1 2 0 "  
C 4 R C  1 7 3 '  
cs3'? ! 3! C 
C R U H Y A N  D A T A  S 
X d A L = ! t C . 3 .  
G 9  7 3  1 - .  
2 r V k L = C C T A N (  4 C C t  :C* 3 ) )  
1 C Z I = - C ? S ( A D C (  t C 1 3 )  ) * C i ? T A r J ( A D C ( I C s  l ) ) / X L G T W ( I C ~ ~ l 2 o  
X l T = A c V (  I C t  1 . -- - . . - - . . .-. .. -. . . -. . - . - . . -. -. - - - . .- . - .- .- 
Zw'=Acv( I C *  3 )  
C T ? = (  7 U T * 5 1 N ( A C C (  I C ~ ~ ) ) + X W T * C Q S ( A ~ C ( I C * ~ ~ ) ~ C ~ T ~ W ( A D C ( I C ~ ~ ) ) ) /  
. . . - I X L G T H (  IC) - . - - 
C X 3 = - C O S ( A ? C (  I C *  ) ) * X V A L / X L C , T i ( ( I C ) * 1 2 o  
c ~ ~ = s I ~ ( A ~ c (  I C . T ) I / X L G T ~ ( I C ) * ~ ~ .  
- . -. . C'3=-( ? W ~ * C 3 S ( P 3 C (  IC* 1 )  ) * X V A L + X W T *  S ! ' J ( A D C ( I C s ? ) )  1 -- 
? I X L G T W (  IC) 
F zrucN 
- .  E V  3 - .  . .. ~ - 
C f H I S  I S  A 0 7 . J 9 L E  p Q E C I S I 8 ' r l  V F E S I ? N  f?F CbPLF4 TO 95 U S E D  
C  W I f Y  -HE L E C  U 4 T G I X  2 F D U C f  I O N  A M 3  I R U  F O O T  
. C  F I V D I N G  5 7 U ' I V E  
S U P z 3 U T  I%= L 7 N G
C 7 w ' 4 7 \ / 1 % 7 f J T / f W *  12 
. C3'!'4?V / 3 A T /  A E ? 3 (  175) * 9 3 F 3 0 ( 5 C )  .K23E(  29) mLL . . - .  - 
CJVM2 'U  / ~ , Y C H A / ~ T P * X L G T ~ ( S ) * I T C ( ~ V ~ )  ~ 4 ~ ' 4 ( 5 e 3 ) ~ f Q s T L F T ~ T F  
COt lW3N / O U L D U v (  1 3 .  i C  
_ -  - .  C?UY3N/r ;3/C4( I ? )  . . 
F 9 3 I V A L E ' J C S ( A r c  3( & 6 ) * Y C G )  e ( A c 3 0 ( 4 7 1  .ZCC)  
E S U I V L L F V C E ( A E c 7  ( F 3 ) * r 3 E T A  l * ( 4 E = F  (49 )  r V 3  1 r ( A F 2 J  ( 5 2 )  A M 1  
- € 3 ' J I V P L ? V C 7 ( r \ f ~ 2  ( 5 ? ) , = - 3  ) ( ?  2 Y T )  . ( A C = 3  (531.n 1 
E Q U I V I L ? Y C E (  4 E c 7  ( 5 4 ) * C a A =  ) * ( A Z Q C  ( 5 5 )  * S *  ~ ( A F c f l  ( 5 5 )  X I l Z  
E Q U I V A L E U C E (  a E c 3  ( ' 7 ) r X I q X  (AEcC' ( 5 9 )  * V f Y Y  ) e ( A F K 2  ( 5 5 )  * Z t Z 7  ) r  
. ! ( A E c ? ( ? 5 ) r A ~ ~ ) * ( A F ' 9 ( 1 C C )  * A K L C T )  
? r ) U i V E C E ' J f Z ( & ~ = l (  ? : 7 ) * 7 U S N C ) * ( S E t ( ? ( l i 9 )  * 4 K S k U )  * ( A E t 2 ( : 2 ?  1 rA<S ' ;L )  
E O i J I V A L E U C E ( $ E = 3 (  ? 2 3 ) *  A K S V ) ~ ( ~ 4 t : C . ( 1 2 4 ) ~ A r ( P l i I )  , ( A r c O ( ! 2 5 ) . A ~ - c , f  ) *  
1 ( A E c C I (  1 2 6 ) r  4 < 4 Z ) r ( A E = C ' ( 1 2 7 ) ~  T l S Y ) . ( A 5 ; 3 ( 1 2 3 )  * f 2 0 4 1 ) *  
2 ( A F G 7 (  ? Z 3 ) r T 3 T H E ) * ( A C F C ( 1 3 C ) *  f 4 A Z )  
E 3 U I V A L E Y C F ( A E = ? (  1 3 1 ) * P K S 3 T )  * ( P E E r ( 1 3 2 )  * & K S Q V )  * ( A ? c 3 ( : 3 3 ) * A J A 5 V ) .  
. - 1 ( A r = 7 (  1 ? 4 ) r = f a A )  * ( A S C ' ( l ? S ) * E L S 3 A )  * ( O E = 3 ( : 3 5 ) ~  3 F 7 3 ) r  
2 ( A E = ~ ( I ~ ~ ) ~ A K ~ H D ) * ( P F E T ( ~ ~ ~ ) *  4 K T H ) * ( A E c 0 ( 1 3 3 ) e  ; 3 V P ) *  
t <4Ec'3( 1 L 0 ) e  AKO ) 
E Q U f V A L E Y C f  ( 4 E c g o (  I)* C X U D ) m  ( P ' ? F T P (  2 )  s C Z U P )  * ( A E E g D (  3 1 9  " W D ) *  
1 ( A E c 3 3 (  4 1 9  C X A n ) * ( A E f C D (  5 1 ,  C 7 4 P ) * ( A F = O D (  6 1 ,  C U 4 9 ) *  
2 ( A E c 3 o (  7 ) s  CXO")*(AEFBP( 8). C Z O P ) r ( A F P P p (  3 ) r  C!aQD)r 
---- - 3 < A C ~ ? ~ ( : C ) V  C X C D ) ~ ( A F = C C ( l l ) ~  C Z 9 D ) * ( A f C 3 0 ( ! l ) r  C ' J 2 D ) s  
4 ( P E c 3 3 ( i 3 ) r C X O F = ) * l b ~ C n F ( : 4 ~ * C Z C ? E o ) * ( A = G 7 O ( : i ) * C ' ~ D ~ D ) *  
5 ( A F c 7 3 (  : h l * C % 4 P 3 )  * ( A C = r  ' ( 1 7 ) * C 7 4 3 @ )  r ( A F = 3 0 ( ? S ) r C ' A d  3 0 ) .  
6 (4Ec73(:3)r C V 5 ' D ) * ( P c C C P ( 2 ? ) *  C L 9 0 ) * ( A ? = 3 3 ( 2 1 ) *  Z V q D ) *  
7 ( A E F 7 0 ( 2 2 ) r  C V F ' o ) * ( A E C C o ( 2 3 ) *  C C O ~ ) e ! A C = D D ( t 4 ) r  C V 0 Q ) r  
(? ( AEc-I3( 2 5 ) .  C Y C D )  * ( A c c C C ( 2 6 )  Cl -CP)  * ( A C c ? o ( 2 7 )  v C N C P I *  
0 ( A E C ~ ~ ( ? ~ ) , C Y D Z C )  e ( ~ ~ ~ f c ( ~ ~ )  *CL"PP)  * ( A F ~ R ~ ( . I ~  ) * c  ( t -~ ;g ) *  
4 ( A F 3 1 > ( 3 1 ) . C V 7 6 C ) * ( A C C ? ~ ( 3 2 ) * C L 3 4 ~ ) * ( P F C O ~ ( ~ 3 ) ~ C \ ? 4 ~ ) *  
9 ( 4 E c  _ 1 3 ( 3 4 )  r C Y P S P )  ( I ) . ? E r C ( t S )  r C L n f 3 )  ( A F c 3 b (  7 4 )  r C ' J 3 S P )  
9 I " C ' J f  I n V  C Y A T (  1 4 * 1 4 *  Z )  *s ' . '&T( l a r 3 )  
c q U 3 L C Y  2 3 ? 7 5 ( 4 4 )  
C o Y r 3 N / S V i J q r 3 / S r J I ) (  3*3) S U (  7 C )  r THUSNITHL SN* S N U 0 ( 3 * 3 )  
C3vu7'J / S l I 1 J G H / F = T C ( 3 r 5 )  
D I u = V c f ' 7 ' i  = X S (  1 * 4 )  
? 7  1" J = ! r  f 
C4RC I 3'2 
CABC 133: 
CASC 1 7;re 
CABC l 3 5 C  
CA90 1353  
C 4 0 t  1 377 
C A a C  137': 
C4B0 1 33C 
C 4 B 3 1 4 f l "  
C A B 2  14! : 
Cr(3' 1 4 ? 7  
C A 9 C  1 4 3 -  
C I H C  144C 
CAD2 1 4 5 1  
C 9 4 C C 3 ? ?  
CABC C??? 
C49"CC'T 
C P A C C - G ?  
C 4 R L  C ? i C  
CA3cc:6:  
CABCC: 7C 
C 4 9 C O ? S C  
c49: C"?' 
C 4 3 C  C.13T 
C A a ' C ' r l "  
C9PC C I ? '  
C 4 9 C  C 1 7': 
c i q : c : a r  
c49: ? 1 7 :  
C a l i - C :  9' 
c a q - c r 7 :  
C A ~ : C  13 :  
C A R T C :  >, 
C A J - 2 2 "  
C A s : t Z ! :  
C A i ' ?  2 2 :  
C 4 9 ' ? ?  7: 
C A T C  C 2;S 
c 4 ~ r  c ?=-  
C A S ^ C 2 5 ,  
cA3: C 27': 
c 9 ? -  r3-1- 
C41:C?a': 
,:47: < f C C  
c a 3 c  33!: 
C4E '  C 32: 
cuq':r - r y r  
c4qr : : ! g r  
C A E ?  c 3 =  - 
C A P ?  T ? A -  
CAS', : - 7 :  
C A H C C ? S ?  
C A a r  j t a r  
ctiij- r ~ :  - 
cap: r l ~  !' 
-FILE: F 7 Q T G A . J  T I  - . - G ~ U ~ Y A Y  C A T *  S 
g9 1 c  K = l . 4  
. I ?  F X S ( J S U ) = I = .  - . - . - - - . . . 
30 1 I C = 1 . 5  
S' 
a. 00 3 J = l r 1 0  5, 0 3  7 K=:r 1 C  i: .- - -  - - - -  --.----A. i 3 DiJM( J r K  )=r. 
I C ( Y 7 0 E (  1 9  ) . C O a 3 ) G 3  TO 649 
.- - . .. - -. . TENS=TF . . -. . - - . . . . . . . . - . 
> . - -  I=( IC.GT.2)  'EPlS=tc $. I F (  I C a G T a 4 )  TEYS=TLFT 
: D U u ( l r 2 ) =  - T E Y f  C 3 S ( A 3 C ( I C r 3 ) )  . - - -  - .  . 
O'IH( 1 . 5 ) =  - TENS * S I N  ( A C C  ( I C  a 1  1 )  
P ' J u ( 2 r 2 ) =  T E N S  * C C S ( b D C ( I C . 1 ) )  
. . . .  D'Jbl( ? r 6 ) =  - TENS * S I h i ( A D C t f C r 3 ) )  . . . - . . . - 
i)ljU( 3 r 2 ) = (  4 P Y (  I C r 3 ) * D U ' 4 (  1 . 2 ) - P R M ( I C . l  ) * I ) U M ( 2 . 3 ) ) / 1 2 .  
D!Ju( 7 r  5 ) =  A9U( I C r  1)*3UU( 1 . 2 ) / 1 2 *  
CUH( I ( r 6 ) = - 4 9 ~ (  I C r  1 ) * C , U H ( Z r 6 ) / 1 2 a  . .  - 
IF(IC.GT.Z) GO 73 2 
CUM( l r 7 ) = C C l S (  A P S (  1C r 1)  ) 
. DJ'1( 2 . 3 ) = C 3 5 (  40C( IC r 3 1 )  - .  . - . -. . - 
DUU(  3.3)=( A S U (  I C s  3 l * D U M (  1 * 3 ) - P G M (  IC e l  ) * D U V ( 2 . 3 )  ) / 1 2 a  
CALL D L G r n  ( C X e C Z r C T .  1.C) 
-- -. C A L L  P L G T w  ( C X * r C Z F r Z V P r 2 * C )  . - . . . -- -. - - -. - - . . . - . - 
CX= cx 4 C X 3  
x 3 z  =-( C Z + C Z P  ) /CX  
.- . D U Y ( 4 r l )  = X - Z  
r v  =-( C-+CTP ) / C X  
OlJM( 4 , 2 ) = X D f  
-. .D'Jt41 4 n & I =  - ? . -~ . - - . ... - 
C4LL I?COS,G ( I C r f r c l u ( S r 4 ) r D U w ( S . l ) . E ) U ~ ( 5 * 2 ) * O U 4 1 ( 3 * 4 ) *  
lD ' . Jv (  '5.1 r 3 t J U (  61 2 )  ) 
- - DVV( 5 . 5  I =- 1 
D U v ( 6 r  6 ) = - :  
C 4 L L  M A S H (  3.6) 
. C1.2 4 J = l r 3  . - 
C 7  o r = l , 3  
4 F % S (  J r Y ) = C X S (  J . K ) + D U V ( J . K )  
- 63 T 2  1 
2 I ' ( IC*CT.4)cJI I ,  r7 5 
C 4 L L  D L G T H (  C X r C t * C f r 3 * C I  
. . C4LL I?LGTw( C X P r  C Z 3 r C T P .  4, C 1 - -. - . - . . -. 
DUWt 7 9  1 ) = C Z + C T P  
3uu( 7 s  2 ) = C t + C f r  
Dl)*( ?, ? ) = C X + C X D  
D!JM( 4 r f  ) = A Y Q * 1 2 .  
8 Di;lV( 1 r 4 )=CY S( 40C( I C  r 1 1 )  
. . . 9Jq( 2 r o ) = C ? S (  4 o C (  I C . 3 )  1 
OUH( 1 r A ) = ( A a ~ (  f C * 1 ) * D U Y (  1 r 4 ) - 4 ~ ~ ( 1 c r l  ) * D U W ( 2 r 4 )  )/IZ. 
C A L L  n<rS-s( I C r ' ? U u (  5.3) r D U " (  '5.1 ) * D U H ( 5 r 2 )  . D U V ( 6 . 3 )  rDU'J(6 r !  ) r 3 J M  
-- - I ( h 9 2 ) )  
0:J94( 4 r 4 )=- 1 
OUM( 5 ~ 5  I=- 1 
oUW( 4 , 6 ) = - 1  
D g \ r (  7, 7 ) ~ - !  
C A L L  v d S H (  3 9 7 )  
C 9 3 C C 4 > i  
c4ac0430 
CABCC44 ' :  
CABC1045C 
C 4 3 C C 4 6 t r  
C A 3 C C 4 7 i  
C 4 0 3 9 4 8 0  
CA-53CSQO 
C A B C  C 52 C 
c ~ a c 0 5 i c  
c 4 9 c c  5 Z C  
C 4 S C C 5 3 -  
c49rc54r 
c A 3 C  ?55? 
cAac 056' 
C4tt C S 7 ?  
c a 9 c  C 5 9 ?  
C 4 8 C C 5 r  





C & - c C 6 3 ?  
C49C C 66-2 
C45 :  2 6 7 C  
CASCC159C 
C A 3 C C 5 9 1  
C4F:07?;  
C I R C C . 7 ! 4 -  
C A g C C  72r: 
C A B C b 7 ? ?  
CABCO74 :  
~ 4 5 0  c r s r  
C ~ P C  ~ 7 4 ~  
CA3C677~ 
c a 3 c r 7 4 ;  
C A R Z C 7 3 C  
C&3"09CC 
C A B O C R ! C  
c A B C O B 2 C  
C I H C C S 1 ' :  
C A D C C 9 4 r  
C 4 s C  SHSC 
CP6rC 9 6 T  
C4BCC 97e  
C 9 3 C C 8 R ?  
C 4 5 C O A 9 r  
C A ? C 2 9 ? :  
C4eOC9:Cl  
C A  3 5 7  9 z r  
CA@Ca91C 
c a ~ f i c o a r  
C A o t  C ' a l ; r  
C 4 3 C r Q 6 :  I 
5 f ~ ( K 3 0 E ( l l ) * E O . C ) G 3  T 3  1 
C 4 L L  C?LGfH(DUY(  7 * 3 ) r D U M (  7 r 1 )  r D U H ( 7 r 2 )  r 5 r O )  
D U M ( 4 * 7 ) = A K L F T * 1 2 .  - . - - - - - - . . .- - .- - . - - . . -. .- . - - - 
G? T3 9 
1 C3FJTINOF 
? C AD3  SYUE33EQ I+lCGEHEYTS 
C A L L  LDYSSY 
03  7 J t l . 3  
. -. .  - . ~ Y S ( J r I ) = r Y S t J s 1 1 + S U U ( J r 2 )  ~ - 
F X C (  Jr 2 ) = F X S ( J r  2)+S%'J(  J r 3 )  
7 F X S (  Jr 4 ) = F X S (  Jr 4 ) + S N U (  Jr 1)  
- .. CALL F E X C T ( C )  - .  
c ztc'q c a m e  EFFECTS FCG CARLELESS +vorEL CHAR. 
f F ( K 3 C 5 ( 1 3 ) r U E * - l . ) G 3  TO 449 
- -  C 3  94 J=1*3 - . .  . . - ~ . .  - 
DO 94 K = l - 4  
84  F X S ( J r t C ) = 3 .  
D3 @5 J = l s  3 .. . - -~ . 
3'3 95 K z 1 r ' i  
F 5  F a  I C (  J r K  I = ?  r 
-_ -- ?3 q5 J = l s  3 
0'3 95 K = l r , l  
9 6  S V U D (  J r K ) = - .  
- C T H r  CAa', f F03CES/HC!weh;TS P A O T !  A L S  A c f  C3".ToLCTCC 
C &Ec3. 3 A f A  IS U3W CCWFUTEC 
649 0=f H"* ' IO*V3 /2 .  
- . O S = O * S *  
1 =( VO ONE.? ) 3 S V = O S / V 3  
I "( V 3  o f 0  * c I  . )(3SV=C . 
. . XU=CYUF*?SV  
Z ! J = C 7 U ~ f  3 S V  
~ Y Y = C b l U P * ? S V * C 5 4 ~  
- .- -- 
X A=CK AP*OSV 
Z 4=CZ A P * 0 3 V  
E Y  A=CY AP*OSV*C9Ac  
--- .- . I F (  V 3  ONE*? r ) X O = C x O F * O S V * C 9 4 = / (  V O * 2 0  1. - .- 
I c ( V 3  *FQ." ) X ' l = " .  
1 F ( V O  * N r * L  . )ZO=CZO~*9SV*CP4 '= f (  V 3 * 2 0 )  
. - I C ( V 3  .FO.? l ) Z ' 3 = ? r  
E u Q = C ~ O P * O S V * C B A Q / 2 .  
X O E = C x C E D * 3 S  
..  I D E = C 7  n F 3 t Q  S 
E*4qE=CUf7EP*QS*CSAF 
r F ( V 3  .N€.C ) X A D = C X C D 3 * Q S V * C e A C / (  V f ? * 2 * )  
- 
I=( V 3  mEOr?  l ) X A C = f  
!=( v".uF.:. ~ Z ~ D = C ~ A O ~ ~ O S V ~ C ~ A ~ / (  vr*2.) 
t c ' (  VC) e r O . 3  r ) t A D = C  
- - -  
I F (  V 3  nWF:n? ) E a 4 A 9 = C ? . ' b 3 P t Q S V * C ? A F  / (  '?n*VC)  
1 = ( V 7  *EO.* )EW*D=C. 
?c7wr=y*  
C A f 3 t ? C 7 2  
CACC 1 ? SC 
C 4 R r  1 3  Q C  
. C4SC : ? ? C  
I 
C9bt l ! l c  
CABC 11 2" 
C49C 1 ! 2 C  
CABC '. 1 4 C  
C 4 R T  11 5' 
CAB0 : ? 5 t  
CABC 11 7C' 
C4BC 11 an 
CABC 1 :"r" 
cam 1 2 7 *  
C4OC 121'  
C A 3 C  122C 
C I B C  1 2 3 -  
C4RC 1 .?4C 
C A 9 c  I 2CC 
C A B ?  : Z5C: 
C A a C !  27C 
C A a t  123i 
C A 6 t  1 2 3 :  
CABC 1 7 3 :  
CA3C 1 3 :  T 
CAB '  I ? ? ?  
C A 3 r 1 3 5 7 C  
C A B ?  1 3 4 C  
C A W  1 3 5 C  
C 4 B P !  15? 
' _ C A e C  ! 37' 
CABC 1?3C 
C 4 9 C  ! 7 ? 3  
C ~ i 3 ' :  1 4 q C  
CARC 1 L l C  
C 4 9 C  1 4 2 C  
C I P C  1 4 3 r  
C A B C 1 4 1 r C  
c A = r n  1 4 5 -  
C4HC ¶ A h ?  
C 4 P C f & ? t  
C A 9 C  149: 
CAiSC' : a 9  ' 
C 4 0 ?  1 S n '  
C P 9 ' 1  ¶'=I? i 
- = I L E S  C A 3 L E  F t ) E T C A V  T l  C R U M H A N  D A T A  S Y S T E V  
1 C O L = 1 4  C A B r  1 5  2,: 
. . I J R 3 E 3 = 3  CAeC 157:  
4 2  03 23 I = l r  I C P U  C4BC 1 5 4 "  
5 3  23 J=Ir  I C O L  C486 l 5 5 ?  
- 0 3  23 K = l r I D ? D E Q  . . . . - . . . - . .  .~ CABC l 5 5 r  
2? C U A T (  I r J r K ) = ? . C  CABC 1  57- 
T r ( Y ? ~ E ( l p ) . c 0 . 3 ) ' i 3  TC 653 C 4 4 ?  1 5 7 :  
- C  F X  E t I U A T  I O N  C 4 B C  (. 5.311: 
C V A T (  l r  l r l  ) = - c X S (  ! e l )  CARC 153.' 
C U A T (  l r l r ? ) = - X A - S N U D (  1~2)-FRIC(lr51-FRIC(1.2) C A R C . l t l n  
. .  C Y A T (  1 r 1 r 3 )=-%Po CAHC 1 A c  
C \ * a T (  ! r ? r  1 1. ~ ) + W ~ * C C S ( T H E T P ) - X P * V T )  C A 3 C I l  C = ? '  
C V A r (  1 r 2 r ? ) = - X O - X P 3 * V ? - S r J U 3 (  1r  3 ) - F F ; I C (  1 t 5 ) - F C I C ( : I  .'3) CA3C 164': 
C u p ? (  l * 2 r  3 ) = Z C G * A  4 / 1 2 .  . - C43C 1 6 5 ;  
C ~ A T (  :* 3.1 ~ = - ~ r s f  1.7) CABC I 5 4 ~  
C Y A T (  l r * r l  )= - 'XS(  1.4) CABL' 167C 
-. -. . - C u d r (  l s & r Z ) = - X U - S * I U D (  I s  1 ) - F = I C ( l *  4 ) - F F I C ( 1  9 1  CA3C 153: 
C ' 4 9 T (  l r 4 r ? ) = A Y  CAB; I t  2 ?  
CHA-(  :, 5.1 I = - X C J E  C A W  1 7 2 5  
- C  F L  E.')U4T I C N  - - . - .  . . CASC 1 7 1 C  
C ' 4 4 t (  3 r 1 . 1  ) = - F X S ( 2 r l )  CAAC 1 7 ? C  
C 4 4 f (  ?r ! r Z ) = - 7 * - S N U C ) (  2 r  2 ) - = R I C (  2 * 5 ) - F O I C ( 2 r 2 )  C 4 8 C  ! 77P 
, . . C V A T (  29 : 9 1  l =& ' - I - tAP  . - . . - . .  . - . . C A S C 1 7 4 C  
C V ~ T (  2 ~ 2 ~ 1  I = - F P S (  2, Z ) + W T * S I Y (  ~ H C T A ) - Z A * V ~  CAYC 1 7 5 C  
C"AAT( ? r 2 r 2 ) = - 2 3 - 7 4 ~ * V ? - S V U S ( : . ? r 3 ) - F E I  C ( 2 r 6 ) - c G l C ( Z r 3 )  CAST  176' 
,_-. . C Y  4 T (  2 r 2 r  3 1 =-XCS*  A ' - ! / ?  2 a . . .- . .  . .  . . CABC 1 7 7 C  
C U 4 T t  2 r 3 r  1 I = - C X S :  2 . 3 )  C A R ?  179': 
C V 4 T ( 2 r * r l ) = - F X S ( Z r 4 )  C 4 8 C  17s.' 
-- -. . . C u A T (  2*4r?)=-ZU-S~~UO(2rl)-FFICl2a*)-FKIC(2* 1) 
~. CASC !a: c 
C ~ S T (  2,s. i I=-7r= C9RC 1 9 1 C  
C YSME%' E l U A T 1 3 Y  C A W  I S??  
. C U A T (  3 r  l r  1 I = - F X S (  7 r  1 )  C 4 B C 1 9 3 t  
C M 4 T (  3 r ! r 2 ) = - E v A - S h U 3 ( ? * Z ) - F C f C ( 3 . 2 )  CABr 1fia': 
C"r !4T( 3 r  1.3 ) = - E ~ ' ~ O = C ~ A ~ - X C G * A U / !  2. C 4 9 C  la55 
-- C'44'( ? *  3 9  1  ) = - F X S (  3 r  2 ) - E " A * V O + Z C G * k T * C O S (  t W E T 4 ) / 1 2  a C 4 3 i  1 3 5 7  
1 - Y C G * W T * S I N ( T P f ? A  ) / 1 Z m  CA9 '  19  7 :  
C u A f  ( ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ) = ( - E ' ~ ? - F Y ~ ~ * V O ) * C ~ A C - S Y U ~ ( ~  r 3 ) - F f I c  (1 9 6  ) - F c I C ( 3 * 7 )  C 4 3 C  lq?t 
. .  C u 4 T (  3 r 2 r 3 ) = Y I Y Y  CABC 1.39' 
C H A T  ( 3 r 3 r l  ) = - F X S (  3.3) CABC l Q ' ? C  
C U P T (  3 . 4 - r  = - F X S (  3.4) . C A B C 1 9 1 '  
- -  C V A T (  3r~r2)=-Eb~U-SVU3(3r11-FFIC(3~41-FRIC(3rll . . CARC 192.: 
C'JAT( 39 4 r  3)=7CG*AU/lZ. CABC 1 9  7r) 
C H ~ T (  ? *  5.1 ) = - E M O F  c ~ a *  1 2 4 c  
. C E L I Y  I Y A ' I P N  3F DfF C S L  F C C  C A R L E L E S S  Y O D E L  C H P f  CA3C 195 t  
I F ( K 3 n € (  l J ) .NE . -1 . )C3  T P  81 C4RC 1QF.i 
I F ( U O D E ( 8 )  * N E * ? a ) W c  I t € (  I ~ r f l 2 )  C A R C 1 9  t 
- - -. 9 2  F9c '44 ' (  5 X r  ' K ' @ C ( Q ) a d A S  8EFN SET P V  P F O G r  T O  3. F O E  C b B L E L E S S  wOnZCA3C 1 ' 2 4 -  
I L  CYAKACTEG l S T I C S r  CA3: 133"  
K 3 r ) E (  Q ) - 3 .  C A B C ? '  ?C 
. f?'? 9 3  I = 1 * 3  22- !* 
07 9 3  J z l r l  C&+? ?+ ?5 
8 7  C;lrl4T( I r  3 r d  ) = C u b T (  ! * A r K  CAQC?'?C 
GO -? 7 1  CAR? ?: 
C  C 2 N ' i T C l I N '  C O U A T I C V  ~ ~ q r  2 ?  G* 
A 1  C ' 4 b f (  4 e ! * f  ) = - & D l  C 4 9 ? 2 l i s :  
5: 
. F I L E ?  C 4 S L E  F D F T c A Y  T l  
1 ! r 
t R U Y - : b . N  D A T A  S Y S T E ' l S  
C40: 20 7 C  
CAB: 2 3  9 C  
CAOC2ncl.t .  1 . 
lABC 2 1 Q r  
--- I' (Y2DE(  l I ) . L E r C ) ' J O  TC 3 E  . .  . . - . .  . . . . - . - ~  - . -  C 4 B C 2 1 l C  
C Y A T (  l r 5 , !  ) = C r ?  CAhC 2 1 2 C  
C Y I T (  9 r 5 r 1  ) = r , ?  C A B 6  ? 1 ?C! 
. C Y 4 ' ( 3 r 5 r  1 )=:s0 . . CABC214:  
I ' ( K 3 3 E ( b ) . t - Q  m? m"i:  e K 3 C F (  6 )  r E O m 3 ) G C  TU 46 CAR< 215:  
I C2=4 C49C 21 5 C  
- - I:1=3 C 4 9 C 2 1 7 t  
G3 7 3  47 CA9C 21 3'  
4 5  I C 3 = 1  C A 9 C  2 1 Q C  
-- -- . . I C 1 = 2  CAHC22:l: 
4 7  CY~T(lrl3*?)=-(C~S(~3C(IC2rl))-C~SIADC(IClrl))) C * € ? C 2 2 1 ?  
Cq4'(  2 r l n r  1 ) = - ( C 3 S ( A 3 C t  I C 2 r 3 )  ) - C C S ( A r ) C ( I C !  r 3 ) ) )  CPaC 222P  
. - C u A T ( ? r l ' ? r  1 ) = - ( i c y (  IC2~3)*C2Si~DC(IC2rl))-4!=~( I C Z r 1  ) * C 2 S (  ADC( I C 2 * 3 C A 9 C 2 Z ! ? Z  
1 ) ) ) / 1 2 r + ( * = v (  I C l r 3 ) * C D S ( 4 3 C (  It1 r l ~ ) - A ~ U ( I C l  r l ) * C O S ( A 9 C ( I C l  r 3 B ! ) / l 2 C A F ? C ? 2 & ?  
2. C A 0 5  2 2 57 
. C . EQ JF '4J'Ofi DYFI r  . . . -. . . . - - .  . . - .  . . CABC226;  
C Y A T (  5151 1 ) = t 2 . * K  ' S C C S R A  CAB: 2 2 7 ~  
C w A T (  ' 5 r5 .Z  )=+2. *E S'>D*FL '394 C A B P  2  2 qC 
C ' 4 G f ( C : * I r 1 ) = + A Y $ 9 T * 2 r  . - . . - . . - C A B ? 2 2 Q \ '  
C'.14T( 5 * 6 r Z ) = - A K  S 3 f m  2r*AKSsV-;>MO*FSEIA CQO? 2 ? C C  
C u A T (  5 r 4 r 3  ) = - A J A S ' . l a c S 3 A - G C N N  * F L S R A  C 4 Y C  2 7 1  
. ... C9)4-(  5 r  S r  3 ) = - P J P S W = E L S C A  Cb.Sn 2 , l2:  
C €0  ? E L A T I N G  "JLLEY G 3 T A f 1 3 N  Tr) S Y I r  GEOWa *Mr jT@W ON T 3 P  C A R C  2 33' 
CALL D L G T H ( C ~ ~ T ( 6 ~ 4 r 1 ) r C Y b T ~ 6 ~ 1 ~ l ) r C ~ A T ( ~ r 2 r l ) r I C l r C ~  C4BC 2?4%: 
. .  . C'44'( 5 r C j s l  ) = - c S 7 3 / !  2. - - . CAE(C2751  
C A C - I V Z  C 4 3 L E  F F E C 3 a C K  t?. C 4 9 t  2 7 6: 
C M A T (  7 r 2 r 2  ) = A V O  C4RC 2 37" 
.- . C ' A 4 f ( 7 r 6 r  1 ) = A K r H  C 4 3 3 2 ? L J t  
C Y 9 7 (  7r 6r 2 )  = A K T  Hi? C 4 8 C  239:  
C u A T ( 7 , Q e  1 )=-I. C I D C  240: 
_ c .  t n r x  'ISLTPGE 5~ F U  + E Y C  CAB: z ~ I ' :  
C'dAf(  . ? r 7 r 1  )=-I* C I R C  2 G ? ^  
C H A v (  3 r 9 r !  ) = l a  C 49t 2 4  7 C  
. . C " A T (  Q *  I l r  1 )=l r CABC 2h4 Z 
C  R E L A T I J Y  nF T H M  TO T H Y 0  C4HC 2455 
C Y A T ( S r R r l ) = - I o  C A 9 C 2 4 5 :  
-- C V A T (  s . 6 , 2 ) = i m  -. - . . . .  ~. - .. . . ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ 2 4 7 :  
C Q E L A T I ? V  O F  T F n q K  79 C T Z  3ND r N 3 U T  D T  C 4 H t  242.'  
C W 4 A T (  : ? r 5 r  1 )=I. CAqC 24 at 
. CS4AT(  l b r  l C 9  : )=1 r  CAB(? 2 5 ?  7 
C v 4 7 (  l ? r l 2 r  l ) = - l o  C A q 5  2 5 !  
G3 T 3  3! C A A C  2 5  7 5  
C - .  F F E 3 r ) b C K  LPO* P Q U A T I 3 V  CAR?  257r 
3 C  C'JAT(  5 r  2 r ? ) = A K T H S  C 4 Y Z  251C 
C U A T (  ~ ~ 5 1 2  ) = - ~ 4 ' ~ r  C A H 6 2 5 5 3  
- .- C Y ~ - ( ~ , * ~ X ) = - ! .  C A ~ C  P 5 6 :  
3 1  17rcn=:  ct.nc 257- 
1 =(  < f l n E (  1 4 )  rFb r " )  C.3 13 32 C A q "  25qC 
C  SUF\S-. C 1 L  I c X  I N f n  C r L  1 3 N  T@ G r T  NUhrECATnC F C f ) T f  CaH? 26 3' 
1~3x=r : r ) t (  1&  I c 14: ? k ; c  
I ?N=Y lnE( 1 5  ) c46r  2 5 1 ' :  
_ F I L E C  C ~ ~ L F :  t 3 C T F A V  '1 G R U M Y A Y  D A T A  S 
1'( I D Y  e N F e l 3 ) G C  T 9  52 
- I D N = 2  - . .- - .  - 
I ' H 3 = ?  3 
52 I F (  I D X a G T e 1 4 l C Z  TO 38 
-. .. b3  34 I=:. 4 . . . . . - .. . . - - - -. - -- . - - - - - - - -- - - - . 
30 34 1?=1.3 
w a r (  I ,K ) = c u s ~ (  7 .  FNIK ) 
34 c u a ~ (  I. IDW,K )=-<MAT( I .:Dx.K) . . - - 
G'3 TC) 32 
38 Dfl  37 1=1.14 
= 0 3  37 K = : . 3  . - - . - - . - - -  - . . - -. .. 
- F\W4T( ' .K)=CwAT(  I a  I T N r K )  
; . 37 C ' ~ A ' {  1 .  I D V .  Y ) =C e b  $ 
- I I@XaE! la16 )G3  '9 39 . . . .  
CuAT( 1 r f 3 U .  ! ) = X ? T  
CH47 (  ?, I D V e  1 )=7"' 
.: C 'QAT(?mf9 ' J . !?=€ '~ r )F  . . .~ . 
G'3 T? 72 
33 C'h47( 1.13'J. ! 1 = X &  
. ... C . a A r (  2. IDV.  1 l = Z A  - - -. . . - - - . . - . - . . .- - 
C Y A T (  l r  1 3 U r  1 ) = € M A  
32 N=K3DE(  9 )  
655 CaLL W A ~ P I X ( C ~ A T . Y I E J O T S ~ Y ~ & .  I F Q ) .  
- . ~ ~ .. 
f F ( K O n F ( : 4 ) a f b a C ) G ?  tS 35 
03 3 6  I=1. 14 
. - .- . .. . O'I 36 Y = l r 3  
36 Ce497(  I .  1PN.K )=PYA:( 1 . K )  
C 35 IC(K3r )E (S) .PJSaC)  W = I t E (  1U. lGO) I F F  
- t l C e  C82F8AAT( 2 X *  ' IEE=' .  1 3 . 3 %  p SZE SUoC PQcg A Y 9  PC'1U 
C TH? G C 3 - 5  O F  HE CrtC=ACe ?!jAT l A C E  i N  THE C 9'r'PLt X 
C AYD T H 7  N U U 3 L R  3F t 0 7 f S  13 . K 4 4 *  
. .  - 3 5  K 4 h = K 4 P - '  
I F 1  I ' H 3 a Y  a 1 3 1 C 3  70 
K 4 A = ) < 4 A + l  
- - ... . - Q7C):'f ( K 4 A ) = ( f : m C : * C  e C  1 
D l  71 1 = l . Y 4 A  
C a t  K 4 4 4 2 - I  )=C*( K 4 * +  I- I) 
C 3 N ' I u U E  
C4( 1 ) = r : a  
70 C 4 L L  P R I N T = (  IW.GODTS.K4A 
- -  ... 5 3  73 651 . -. -. -- - -. -. ..- --- - . .- - -  
6SC CCINTIYUE 
C  NF4 S V ' J R P E ~  E F F E C T  3 
.- . - 
Y 'IDE( 1 4  )=P 
Dq 6C3 I C = l r 4  
30 2C.I I+l. 1 2  
0;) 2: 1 J = l *  It. 
201 r)UU( 1 * J ) = r a  
f Cr'F-TQ+TUSW@ 
- -  - I F (  It a t 7 . 2 )  TC=-!J;U3 
> I J M (  1, ) = - T C * C ? S (  13C( 1 ' .  3 ; )  
3 U M ( : . 4 ) = - T C * S I V ( A S C (  Itrl)) 
0!J'4( 1 r h ) = C 3 S (  A r t (  1::. 1 1 
O'JY(  2. ? ) = T C * C ? S ( A P C (  IC.:) 
3 J ' * ( 2 r S ) = - T C + 5 ? N ( 4 ' C (  I C . 3 t n  
C4BC 2 5 ? C  
CAB: 253' 
C4AC 2'54c 
C 4 0 C  265C 
CAO3 255C 
C4Oc 2 5 7 :  
CAaC26L3? 
C4i\f 2633 
CAB: 27C (? 
C A 9 0  27 10 
CAPn 57.22 
c 4 -  '27lO 
CafiG 274t 
CASC 2 7 5 2  
C ~ R C  2 t h r  
-aRc 2 t -3 
C 4 3 t  279C 
C49C 3 7 Q C  
C A E t  23C c 
CAS"S! T 
C48C 293C 
CAHC Z R 3 G  
C 93C 2 960 
c a 3 2  2295: 





C A ~  t31t
C A X  2ozr  
C 4 3 3 2 ? 7 ?  
C 4 8 f  294" 
C 4 B f  Z a J ?  
C  A 9 C  296' 
C 49.; 207: .  
C..3129 ,': 
C A 3 -  2 9 9 :  
CAaG 3C (I 7 
CASC 3: 1 P 
C49-? 3C'C 
c 4 a r  3": 
CA3C ?f 4 '5 
C43C ' 9 5 t  
C A R t  395C 
CA9C 33  713 
cas0 3" 9-  
c 4 q c  1 C  93 
C4CJ,"?13': 
C A d C  :! (. ! ' 
C 4 3 C  11 2"  
C A 3 2  3: y' 
C 4 3 ' 1 3 1 4 "  
C4dC 3 : ' :  
CAQC l l  ' i e q  
CAed 31 71: 
C 4 B C l 1 8 3  
C4RC 3 1 Q@ 
CABC 3.2C S 
.CABC32 lC  
i L\a? 3220 
C 4 8 C  323" 
cAac 3 2 4 ~  
C 4 B 2  3?SC 
C A W  3263 
c.4~: 3 r 7 e  
CAB' ? 2 S C  
CAB!? 3?3C. 
C A 3 9 3 3 2 C  
CAB0 33 1 C 
C48Z  3 3 2 C  
ChBC 331C 
CABC 3 3 4 C  
C4RC 3352 





C I B C O  1 C 
c A a r  3 4  zc 
c A e r  34 3c 
CA9C344C 





C49C 35°C  




C-Br, 3 5 x  
C A a r  3 5 5 C  




CAB? 36 1 t? 
C 4 8 C 3 6 2 3  
CA3C ?bqt 
C 4 R C  3 5 4 :  
C 4 9 ? 3 5 5 3  
C4SC 3 5 5 c  
C19C 5 5 7 3  
C 4 0 C  3 6 5 q  
C 4 6 C ? 4 Q q  
C43G 37" r, 
CAZC 3 7 1 "  
OUU( ? r b ) = C 7 9 (  & P C (  I C . 3 ) )  
0 3 Y ( 3 . 3 ) = (  P K Y (  I C . 3 ) t O U U (  1 . 3 ) - A F c M ( I C . l ) * D U M ( 2 . 3 ) l / 1 2 0  
D34( 3 4 ) = A = M (  I C .  3 ) *CUM( :. 4 )  /I 20 
0lJS4(  :!,S)=-4@'4( IC, 1 ) * 3 U M (  2.5)/12. 
D'JW(3.5)=( A C U (  iC~3)*2UU(1.6)-4EW(fc~~)*DUV(2.5))/12a 
C A L L  D C O S L 5 ( I C . 9 U 8 ~ ( 4 ~ l ) . D U ~ ( 4 . 2 ) ~ t ! U W < 4 ~ 3 ~ . C U Y ( S ~ 1 ) ~ b U  
DUV( 5.3)) 
C J \ * ( 4 . 4 ) = - 1 0  - . - - - A  
D ' J ~ ( S . 5 ) = - !  . 
bUu(5.6)=-1. 
D!JS4( 6 .? )=A<SYU* 120 
I=( IC.GT.~)  nuu(6.7)=ausv~*12. 
CALL D L G f H ( E ) U M ( 7 . X ) * 3 U W ( 7 . 2 ) a U Y ( 7 * 3 ) . f C . O )  
9LJ '~(? .7)=-1 .  
C9LL VASH(3.7)  
07 9'?? J=1.3 
3 3  ZC'Y K = 1 . 3  . .  . 
F X S (  J r K  ) = F X S (  J r Y  )+OUv( J .K)  
c2v- I V U F  
CYA-(  l r  2.2 = - X A  ~ . - . - . . . . . . . . - . - - -~ - . - -. . . 
C Y A t (  1.2.3 1 s - X A P  
cuatc r .  3.1 )=YT*COS(  THFTA 1-XA*VO 
CUAT(  1. 3 . 2 ) = - X C - X A t * V 1  - - ~ ~ --. .- . 
Cub'( 1 r 3. t )=?CG*4 '4 /12 .  
C'-lAf( :. l r 2 ) = - X U  
C'447C 1. ! r 3 )=a*  
CY4'< 2.2.2)=-23 
CWAt( 3.2. Ir )=AY-t AD 
CUAT(  2 .3 r  1 ) = * T + S I Y ( f H ~ T A ) - f A * V O  
CW4T ( 2.3.2 )=-tO-711\C*V.7 
C V A T (  ? . 3 r 3 ) = - X C G * A ' 4 / 1 2 .  
CYA'( 2.1.2 I = - Z U  - . - .  ..... - 
C H 9 7 (  3.2.2 =-Eva 
CWAT( 3.2.3  ) = - k W A E * t 9 ~ = - X C S * A Y l l 2 .  
C v A f (  3.3.1 ) = - * 4 * V ~ + ~ C G * d f * C r J S ( f H E T b ) / 1 2 . - X C G * W t * S I N (  
C U A T (  3 r Z . S  ) = ( - E V ? - f V A 3 * V O ) * C B 4 R  
C u A ? (  3 . 3 . 3  )=Y I V Y  
C Y P T (  3.1.2 )=-fh!U -- 
C Y A T ( 3 , l m  3 ) = Z C G *  A ' 4 / 1 2 0  
03 ? C ?  1=1.3 
.99 7 ? 3  J= l r  3 - -.. . - .  . --- 
C v C f  ( I* J.1 ) = C M b T (  I, J. 1 ) - F X S (  I J)  
I Y=5 
h(=3 
(it3 TQ 655 
C 3 V t  I N I I F  
f e ( K f J 2 ? (  3 )  ,NZ .2 )CEfU=V . . .  - .- . . . .  
I F ( K 3 0 F (  14) mCO.?l)C3 T 3  4 1  
# = I f = (  I J . 4 3 )  
FPaWAT( / / *  C Q U ~ U T P T  f 9% (3F TI+= DEN3MI NAfC)w  cCOf S o / / )  
L Y  3 3 E = K n D r  14  
KCID€( :4)=3? 
C A L L  F ~ F 7 l ( f 3 9 T ~ r K 4 A ~ C 4 ( < 4 A + l ~ ~  
53 '7 4 2  
K , ? D E (  ! 4  ) = L < 0 3 E  
' - = I L E 3  C 4 R L E  E ~ = ) c t o n u  TI _ . ( ; C ) U M M A V  C A T  A S Y S T Z ~ S  
C A L L  FFEa( aOOtS.tC4A . = 4 ( K 4 A + l )  ) C4BC 372C 
-- C E T V C u  - ~ ~. . . . C A B C ~ ? ~ ?  
EYD CaH0 3 7 4 C  
F S U ~ = ~ U T T Y E  pr TNTS t LOUT.~T.WOOT) CABC 33 I :  
@.. _ . C O ~ W O Y / F Q Q  / C 4 (  3Q ) . . . - . - --- .- - - - . - . . -. - - . - .  --..- . - . - . C%B?C??? $ D I U f N S I O Y  c ? (  2.1) C18?CC;32 
t Y Q = V C O @ f  +1 C4BCS34C 
i J = I ' E C L n U ' , l ) ( C 4 (  I ) . I = : , K k )  - C 4 B C t f  3: 
ji. 1 ~ 3 c Y 4 T  ( . a O L Y N C t + f A L  W CONST TFRM F I P S T ' . / a  (E27.6a4El6 .6) )  C 4 0 C O C C . C  
COMYEYT Oc I N T S  PF=t  IWEF!T I Y F 3 c M 4 T I O N  ASOUT C H A K A C T E t I  S T  I C  R 3 0 T S  C A R C 7 ? 7 ?  
u =  ? f ~ ( ~ ~ u t . r c 7 )  . . - C ~ ~ C C ~ P : :  f 597  = 7 - v 4 t (  c EXL I UAGI NAG v T H/D-SEC ~ / * . c a e r r : o , -  
1 ' G  >E= 1 0 3 - S F <  CNATF-CPS UNDNAT-CPS OAVP * , C 4 9 . Z 3 1 3 7  
. 
2 * F 4 T I @  3 5 C A Y  C 4 + I C  ) C A S C S l : ~  
F NCX T= 1 C A S C C 1 2 t  
E I=( Y C O O T ~ G T ~ ~  63 TO s CABC 2 :  ' C  
. . .  r c f T = t L w T r  2 )  . - . .- - . - . -~. . - . C a d S c l ~ . ?  
C 
s 2 FOS'.9Af ( SXa ' Pi3 F O O T S '  ) 
* CABC C? IS? 
1 E ?TUG v C4BC 2 1 fif' 
.5 r.3 5- t  I=I.NCPP- -. c~acq:?: 
I ' = ( Y E X T o 5 n o 2 )  GO TC 777 C49Cb 1 9 5  
s S I G = f f (  1.1) CABC 0 1 3 C  
B * - A ~ I G = ~ 3 s ( S I C )  - - - - - - -- - - - - - - . . 
- -. - -- ... .- C48CC2;  C 
* w D = b e S ( Q T (  2. I )  ) CAS?02!C 
T H ~ I =   SIC* 1 . 4 4 ~ 4 0 5  c93r ~ 2 2 t  
-  - - . . - -H?= 00a99. c4ec c 23c 
I F ( T H D f a G T a 1 o E - 5 )  f H 3 =  I m / T H D I  C A 9 C  C 24? 
I F t A W 3 . E O a 3 a )  GO TO 531  C A B C C  253  
NEXT=2  . - .  -- . - .  
. . C A 3 X  26(1 
W O = - A W P  C46?1)77:  
D V A T =  A W 3  * l 159155 C X S C C  23C 
. - P E R =  Qo999 l - CA3CC23C 
I F ( D V 4 T a S f  l 1 *E-c)  FE?= 1 a / 3 N 4 T  C 4 6 C - ? ? ? 3  
LJqDW4s= S7F T[ ASIC**  2 + A  J O * * 2 )  * 0  1592550 C A B ? C 3 ?  ? 
---- .. - DAUR== 2. - .  . .. C 4 3 3 ' 2  2': 
I=( 4w0 - I 0 ~ 1 5  ASIG I O ~ . ~ C ~ . C C ~  c ~ e c c . ~ = ~ :  
5 C 3  3AvP;= S I G Y  ( C ? 5 (  ATAK ( P W D / A S I G  ) r  - S I C  C 4 3 C C 3 4 ?  
. - . 5C4  C H 3 I =  T H D I * P E F  .~ . .  - .- - CAS'I C 3 3 C  
DECs= 9QQQQ. C4SCC3c l r  
A o G t  SIC * PEG CAB? 3 ?79 
--.-.--... f ' ( A ~ G o L T a l ~ 4 a F )  3 f C = =  EX0 ( 4 Q G )  . . -  . .. .: C43': 223" 
W a T T E ( L C t J T ,  5 2 9 )  5 IG.WDa THC .T%lI .PFP *ONAT,  UNCNAT .D4MPF;.OEC= C 4 9 t  C To!' 
: 5 2 0  F ~ G ~ 4 + ( E l 2 a ~ ~ 2 X . I H + r F I 1 * 4 , R E l 3 a 4 )  C A 9 C C 4 ? 4  
. . t n  ~3 533 C A S C C 4 ! ?  
531 V Q T f E ( L 3 U ' r  532) SIGITHD,THC 1 CAe",f4' 
; 532 F ~ ? E W 4 T ( F 1 2 . 4 , 1 4 X *  2 € * 3 . 4 )  C 4 a C C 4 3 ?  
G3 '? 533  C4BC C 6 4 c  
777 v E X - = l  C A R C C 3 5 '  
: 53C C O Y T 1 V U C  
i C4130906? 
, -- - G f T U P V  CABC C 4 79 
! END CABC74.3': 
S U O Q J U T I V E  M L S H  (NNrY) CIF ICCa? .  
C O U V ? V  /3U/DU*( 1 9 . 1 3 )  c 4 9 r r c ? ?  
C N Y  = C f U c L  ' . 1 4 T C I X  S 1 7 E  C A 6 3 i G ! . a  
C N = 'EIGT?JAL k *4TF  1 X  SITE: C A P ? l S ? :  
: - F I L E 2  C A Y L E  F3F;TRAV T1 - -  .- . .  . G G U M N A N  D A T A  S Y S T E V  
I 
I V N = Y  -NN C A S C C  539 f -~ . D3 1 0 0 1  L L = l . r N Y  C495  ? 5 4 C  
\ L = N + l - L L  CPHT C 55: 
f I I=L -1  C 4 9 0 C 5 6 0  
+ JJ=L-: . . . .  .. . . --- .- . -~ - - - - . . . - - - .... .. - - - -  C.%Bt C 57: 
- f 03 1 g c 1  I = l r T I  CA3C C 5 9 t  
9p 1-" J=l. JJ C4R?:53? 
--loci 3J" l  1. J ) =  9 U u (  l . J ) + @ U u < L . J ) * 3 U Y ( f  * L B / ( - D U 4 ( ( C . L ) )  - clrac c 5 ? c 
GT-uc caecoe i c  
~ v n  C ~ B C  ~ 5 2 ;  
5 U 3 Q 3 i _ ' t 1 U E  L A T  . C A t 3 3 2 S a ?  
f 0".4?V/ I -;" ')T/ T W .  I@ C 4 B f  C . 6 4 '  
C'YMY3Y / 3 A T /  4 E C 3 ( 1 7 5 ) . A E = V 0 ( 5 0 ) * K C r ) E ( 2 d ) * L C  c ~ B L ' c ~ ~ ~  
.. CS''V9'4 / 3 ~ Y C H A / < - 5 . X L S v H (  5 ) . A C S ( 5 . 3 )  s A R Y ( 5 . 3 )  . T R e f L f f  . fF  . . _- C A a A 8 5 5 Z  
C?'#V7V /nU/r>!J'.c ( 1 f ? C  ) C9RCCf=7C 
C ~ W U ~ Y / = ~ / C ~ (  3: c4ac c-2 
. -  . E . 3 U I V A L E ~ l C F ( A t = ? (  05 X C G ) .  ( 4 f y C ( 4 7 )  s L C 5 )  C4@f Cc3f 
= Q U I V d t F ' J C F ( A F F ?  ( 6 3 )  * T H E T A )  . ( A E F v  ( 4 Q )  9 V 7  ) * ( S E C T  ( 5 ? )  fbW) CA?: C73 '  
E 3 U I ' J 4 C F ' I C = ( A E = ?  ( 5 1 )  .=H2 ) . ( E E G C  ( 5 2 ) .  U T )  * [ A ? = r )  ( 3 ? )  ~3 ) C43C: ' l :  
- . T 9 U I V A L E Y C E ( A 3 3  ( 5 4 )  .E3Ac ) . ( A E c C  ( 5 5 )  m S k  e ( A E C O  ( 5 6 1 9  X I X Z )  C43?;72: 
E O U I V A L F Y C E ( 4 F G 7  ( 5 7 ) 9 X I X Y  )*(AEaC! ( 5 9 )  . Y I Y Y  .(AT;'? ( S Q ) * Z I C Z  1. cI9ZC.732 
1 (&Ecn(9S).aKG ). ( A r = @ ( l C t )  * A K L F T )  C A B C C 7 4 C  
- - - E Q r l I V A L E N C E ( A E = O (  : : I )  C'JS' /3) ,  ( C E C P ( 1 1  O )  .4KSNU) r (AE= .3 (12?1  n L < f  XL) C A 2 t t ? S L \  
E Q V I W A L E N C Z (  A f F 3 (  ? Z 3 ) .  A K ~ Y ) . (  a r ~ 2 ( ? 2 4 )  m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  9 ( 4 ~ ~ ~ ( 1 2 ~ ) s ~ < ~ ~ ~  C ~ ~ C C ~ C T  
A ( A F C " ( : Z h ) .  P K 4 7 ) * ( : E c ' ? ( l 2 7 ) .  T l S Y )  *(A'c3(129)*T?0W1b. C 4 3 ? ' 7 7 ?  
. .  2 ( A F F 0 4  129).T3TdT). ( L \ E F F Z ( ~ J C ) ~  T * A L )  C ? ; l X 7 3 ?  
E O U I V & L E N C E ( A ~ ~ 3 ( ? 3 1 ) . A K S ~ T ) ~ ( C F C ; P f 1 3 2 )  m U S V  3 J 4  C 3 3 f  " 7 q f  
. 
A ( A E C ? (  1 ? 4 ) . r S 3 9 )  . ( b 5 t ? ( r 3 5 ) * E L S 3 4 ) . ( A C c 3 ( 1 t 6 1 *  Y S 3 D ) e  C45CCa3' 
- --.-- . - 2  -~ ( A Z K 3 (  : 3 7 ) . i K ? H 3 ) , ( A E C S ( 1 3 3 )  l 2 K T H )  e ( A E t 3 ( ? 3 ? ) *  ;?'aD)e CS%yC3:; 
3 ( A F C ? (  :1?) 0 )  A 4 )  A K 7 )  * ( A F G 7 ( 1 4 ? ) * L < o S P ) *  C E ? " r a t '  
4 ( A E P P f  1 4 3 )  A Y V )  . ( ~ F c C ' ( l 4 4 ) *  A K Y 3 )  CA3C(r q ? f  
. - E Q U I V 4 L E N C T ( I E c 7 3 (  1). C X U P )  (45E?C( 2). C Z U P )  * ( L F = C I D (  3). L 4 3 C C q 4 C  
1 ( A E F O D (  4). C X & g )  l ( c ? r 3 D (  5 ) .  C 7 A C )  , ( A z < J o (  6 )  * .  C u A 3 ) .  C A ~ Y Q S C  
2 ( A F ~ O P (  7) .  C X Q P ) . ( ~ E C C ~ (  e ) ,  CZOP),(AF=CIP( 3). ~ ~ 3 3 ) .  C I S X C ~ :  
- -  - 3 ( A E c T @ (  : ? ) *  C X p P ) r ( " ' t " ( l l  ) *  C Z Z P )  *(ZE'SC(l?) t"39). C I 4 " C 3 - :  
4 ( A E L 7 P (  :3) 9CN3Zo) * ( A = c C F (  1 4 )  v C 7 F C P )  ~ ( L ~ ~ I C P  C A 3 ' C a q :  
S ( A f o n D (  l f ? ) * C K A ? " )  r ( A = c T c ( 1 7 )  .C74r?D)  % r = ? C : ( ! q ) * C  A&?D). C ) . ? ? C a - ) -  
. -- 3 (AECC!D( 13) C Y q P )  .(AE'OF(20). C L S F ;  f = ! ? P ( 2 1 ) *  C y p D ) ,  C 4 J C C 3 I ;  
7 ( 4 E C 3 0 ( 2 2 ) .  C Y p o )  . ( 3 1 Q r P ( 2 3 ) *  C L O P ) .  . . r G 7 D ( 2 4 )  r Z?JDP) CA3f C 7 I n  
8 ( P E c 1 3 3 ( 2 5 ) .  C Y E P ) .  ( A F F t O ( 2 6 )  9 C L G D )  . ( A Z - Z P f 2 7 )  9 C N G P )  C h Y r f 1 3 ? & '  
-- ? ( A ~ F ~ 0 ( 2 3 ) r C Y D c ~ ) 9 ( A ~ C C C ( 2 5 ) ) * C L E C D )  * ( P F C r ? C ( ? S  )r':\13=D). C I ? * t 9 ? :  
4 ( A € c ? D (  3 1 ) . C Y ? 4 O ) .  ( : = Z r o ( . 3 2 )  * C L D A P )  . ( A Z ; ' 3 r ( 3 3 )  r C U D A 3 )  C + . 1 Z C 7 4 :  
8 ( A F E q D (  24) 9 C Y D 3 3 )  ( 5 .?FF0 (35 )  9 C L C S P )  ~ ( A E J ? C P  C A 3 ? C Q ? ' :  
o 1 u C I r r ~ I C l u  i 4 A r (  1 4 * 1 5 * 3 )  * 9 ~ 4 4 T (  I 4 r 2 )  c t . 3 ~  26%; 
COMDLEX 2 3 3 T S ( 4 4 )  C A S t  CQ'C 
C C J ~ ~ ! ~ Y / S U U P ~ / ~ " J U (  3 . 3 )  * S V ( ~ C ) * - H U S N * T W L S N * S N U D ( ~ ~ ? )  C*BCCo?:  
C3MUOU /c?U SH/F "  T C ( 39 6 C A " C  C 9 3" 
D f V E Y S I ? U  F X S ( ? * 7 )  C 4 5 2 1 C C -  
I?? 1 2  J=:*3 C q R C  lr !- 
33 I; K = : . ?  ~ a 3 3 : r  r r  
l ? X S ( J * K ) = ^ .  ca93 1' ?c  
l f ( K g 3 E (  1 7  . E O e 3 ) G S  TO 65C C 9 8 ,  :" 4; 
n? l!l I C = : r S  ca;lic I C  L;- 
I c ( K 7 3 E (  1; I . ; 1 ' 0 . ~ . 4 V O . I C ~ € O * 5 ) T ; P  f? 1 C491: 1 r 5.;  
n.7 7 j = : * q  C;Q: ! - 7.: 
1 I 1 1 
I 
1 I T ! 1 I i 
.- F I L 5 '  C 4 9 L '  C9ETGbV T f  G a U Y M A N  D A T A  S v S T Y u C  
03 3 Y = ! * R  C 4 P t  1C a" 
- .  .- . ~ 3 D U M ( J r K ) = 3 m  C4aC 1 ? 9: TEV'i='c CAP(: 1 ? 2': 
f "( I C r G T . 2 ) ' E V f  =TZ  crrac I:  I? 
- I=( I C m G f . 4 ) ~ t Y C = ~ L f T  - - . .  . -  - - C I B C l l 2 :  
C 4 l = C 3 2 i  *OC(  1'. 1 )  c49r 11 7: 
C I Z = C 3 S ( A O C (  1 C r  2 ) )  C 4 9 0  1 1 
-- . - C 4 3 = C Z S (  a r c (  1;. ) 
- - .  - 
- .  - C A R ~ 1 1 5 -  
I " ( P B S ( C * l )  r L T o r C ' t  1) C 4 l s C r  C4BC 1 ? 6' 
I F ( A R S ( C A 2 ) o L T m o 2 X 1 )  C A Z = C r  C4BC 11 Tn 
. I = (  a q r c c a 7 ) . ~ - . . : ~ ? ~ 1 ~  C P ~ = C .  
. -  . C 4 9 ?  1 ? Qr  
DUW( l r  t l = - T F V 5 * C A I  C A 9 C :  f q C  
DJV( !. ~ ) = * E ~ S * C S ~  f CABC 121C t 
n9JY(  1 9  4 ) = t P Z  C931:12!: t i 
53u( f .  5 ) = - r E Y S * 5 1 ~ 4 ( A C ) C (  I C r )  C 4 8 C  f '>2r i 
3Uv( 2 r 2 ) = (  A c u (  I i r  1 )+?Ugd(  1 r 2 ) - A c M ~ I C o 2 ) / r 2 .  c 4 e :  1 2 - t  
. P J ' a ( 2 r ? ) =  A c u (  If*: ) = ? U u t  1*?) /12.  C 4 B C  1 Z L :  
D ~ W (  2 . a ) = (  b z w (  IZ, I )=cz,,-acw( IC . ~ ) * c A I  1/12. 1 c ~ e c  I 2s.: I 
C U W ( ? * ~ ) =  S E W (  I C ~ ~ ) * ~ = ~ ~ * S I V ~ ~ ? C ~ I C ~ I ) ) / ~ P .  C4R: 125: 1 
-. . D!JW(. 2. a~. . ! (  15.: ) * ~ ! J M (  1.~) /12.  
..- CA3C 1 2 7 7  
D ~ ~ t 4 r a ) = - l o  c 4 9 C l z S C  1 
PUM(~.~)=C. C A B c l Z a r  ! 
I F (  ?CmGf  . ? ) 2 ' 1 ~ ' ( 4 r J ) = r \ K = = I Z .  
- -  - - -  
- -- .. C A 9 C  13' :  
IF( f C . C * e 4 ) C ' J ~ ( b r 4 ) = A Y L F T ' l 2 .  C 4 9 C 1 3 1 Y  
ot)"( 3. ?)=-4"'-'( 3 )*2Uy' (  :.2)/:1. i CPEIC 1 3 7  
DUq( 3r?)=(  - t E ' * (  I C r 3 ) * 3 U U (  1 . 3 ) - A f ~ t I C s 2 ) * T E U S * C 4 2 ) / f 2 .  CA9C ? 37: 
DUVC 3 r4 )= (  AC'a( 1 C r 2 ) * C A ? - A F U (  I C r 3 ) * C P 2 ) / 1 2 .  C49C ? 3 4 "  C d H (  3 * 7 ) = - ~ c ' a (  f C * 2 ) - ~ f N f * S I V ( 4 3 C (  I C . 3 )  1/12. 
C 4 S C  I 35:  
I 
C4RC 115: 1 
. . nu*( 3 . * ) = - 4 = ~ (  IC* 'r)*3uyt I* 61/12. 
C A L L  3 c o s D (  I c r x t t * ( = . :  s? 'J ' . ' (Sr? )  r > g u ( S r 3 )  . c t l u ( c r ? )  ,Tuv(e.:,) .:IJY( C4J: 1 7 7 :  i 
1 l L ' s  3 ) * 9 U W (  7 r 1 )  r 2 ' 1 ' 4 ( 7 . 2 )  .CU'4( 7,-3) ) C A 9 C  1335 
-- ... D ' J r ( 5 s 5 ) = - ' , .  CAB? 1 3 ? C  
D J Y ( b r 6 ) = -  1. 
I 
CABC 16 
DUW(?.~)=-1 .  C 4 6 ?  l d !  I 
I 
I= (  IC*CTmZ)';T3 7 2  2 c4Pc  1 4 2 '  
C 4 L L  WASH( 3 r 7  1 c 4 a r  1 4  ?C 
6 Q3 4 J=1r3 c 4 e r  146: 
I 
- .. -~ 32 4 K = l r ' l  CABC 14 SC 
4 F X S (  J - K  ) = F X S (  JIY )+ZUH(  J s K )  C49C!453  
I 
GO 73 1 c A a c  1471: ! 
.. 2 If( I C . G T m 4 l G 3  T3 5 . - . - . - - - - - . . .- - - . . ' C A B C ! l 4 9 ?  
C A L L  DLCfY( CY r C " S r t 3 d r  3 .1 )  CAB"  1 4 % '  
i C a L L  D L G T H (  C Y s ,  CDfcrCcw='.4* 1)  C 4 9 C  1 5 3 :  
3U9( B r  1 )=CY+CYD ~ 4 B i i S l S  1 
OUV(  9, t ) = C = S + C a f D  c4ec t s t c  ! 
b U w (  B r  3 )=C*H+CoHO CAOC 1 5 7 2  ! 
-. - - O ~ J H ( R , 9 ) = - l m  C 4 9 C  154. i 
CALL W A ~ H (  3 * 8  i CAH? lC;5': 
63 7 3  e t C4BP 1 5 i ?  
5 I c ( Y 3 3 F (  1 1  ) m=3.")G= TO 1 CPBC 157"  
C4LL 3LG'H(P1J%'(  9 r ! ) r r ! U u (  q r 2 ) * 2 U Y ( P r 3 )  rf i .1) & 
 CAP^ i C q :  I 
o:J-4f 9*  e l = -  1 C 4 R X 5 9 C  
CALL ' . + A c V ( ? , q :  C A O G : 5 ? :  I 
57  '7 5 CA3'1 It.!' 
1  C354' I%l IC CAnZ 1 6 2 '  1 I
I .  
- " 
. "  , , 
! 
, , .._. 
~ ~ k i 5 - - ~  I.. L - .  ...n.,..,m, . .,.-,,, ., ,,.. L.. . . ... . ..# ... l--..---. bbbb~.,-~=- 
. . . . ~-,g.rV.-.".~-w-4 .c-a --- .,..-, ..-- -. ,.d." -- . , . 
11 1 C Z V T I V U E  cam 1 6 3 1  
- C  . C c v 3 L E T f  f U V ' + A T I ' 2 N  C!F C A 7 L E  F O F C f S  t MCMENTS . - CARC 1 6 4 0  
c ADP F P ~ : J P ~ F C  IVCF r h g ~ y f s  C r G t  ? 6% 
112 C 4 L L  L A T S Y  C 9 8 C  1666 
- - . - D 3   JZ1.3 - . . . - -. . . - -~ - . - -_ . - C48C 1 5 7 3  
O 3  R K z I . 3  ~ 4 a ~ .  1 43r? 
a F X = (  J.K )=FXS(  J.K)*SNU( J * K ~  c a ~  I ~ Q C  
caLL F E I C T ~  1) - .. CABC I ~ C C  
C ZEGO CAf3I-F E c F E C T S  FOF C A R L E L E S S  WDEL O P T I O Y  CABC 1 7 1 ~  
I e ( K 0 3 t (  13) eYEe- :  163 -P 6 2 C  C A B 0  1 7 2 2  
. -~ . If ( K 7 3 E ( 9 )  e 4 1 C e Z ) r J c I T E t  IW.22) CAOC ? 7 3 C  
2 2  C 3 c V A 7 ;  S X *  ' K ? W E ( o )  H A S  REEN S-7 B Y  PFqC TC 3 F O F  CABLELESS U3OEL C C 4 Y r  l 7 d t  
I H A ~ ~ C T E F  IST ICS* ) csq: :75t 
- .  K 3 2 - f (  9 ) = 3  . C43C:753  
C 3  2 C  J = l 9 3  C I B C  1 7 7 3  
DfY 7 5  K = 1 * 3  C4BC X 7 R 3  
_- SUUP( J K I =': . CABr  1 79: 
20 FYS(J.KI=C. caac 1 H ~ C .  
i 0 3  21 J = l * J  CAB' 19 1C z "2 21 K = ! B ~  . .  c4~xrs2r 
2 1  = = I C (  J * K ) t q .  C A S C  1 9 3 5  i G 3  7 3  620 CAa" 840 . ..-.653 C 3 N T I U O Z  - -. - . c4BC 145: 
K ~ D E (  I ~ ) = c  c4ac i S ~ C ;  
n3 S I C  I=I.'I ca3c : - 7 7 ~  
. - - P? 5 : -  J=1*5 C 4 9 ?  1893 
613 F = I C (  I * J ) = ? r  C46C 1 S 3C 
99 311 I = ? * 3  C A 8 3 1 a 3 :  
- _ -?3  (511 J=1* 3 C43C I??? 
SYU( I s J ) = ? e  C 4 8 C  l 3 2 ?  
611 S ' J U D I I * J ) = Z e  C I O C  '. a 3" 
- . . 0 3  5 C C  I C = f  r 4  ~ - .  . . . . - C % 3 C  :9*? 
0 3  635 I = l r  1C C 4 9 5  ? 0% 
03 6C5 J= l *  :r C98C ! 5350 
- - 6C  5 DU:![ I. J I=^  l . - . -- . --- . . -. - - -. - . . . -  C 4 3 C  1 9 7 P  
T C = T F - f c  +T\JSY3 C9RC 1 9 9 7  
I F ( f C e G T . 2 )  TC=TUS%O C4BC.134 :  
. .  C&:=C',S( a D C (  I c e  f 1 )  ~ - . CABC22 5 0  
C A Z = C ? S ( 9 9 C (  I C . 2 )  c o f 3 c  2: 1 C  
C h 3 = C T S (  ADC( 1C.  3 )  C A R ?  2'?? 
. f F [ 9 3 f ( C l ? l )  e L T e . ? A C l )  C 4 1 = C e .  - .  . - -.- -- --. ~. CABCZC 3 t  
I F ( A D F (  C 4 1 )  .Lf e.3 3C 1) C A 2 = C *  CABC 2 ? 4 c  
f ' ( A R S ( C 4 3 ) o L f e . C C ~ l )  C A 3 = C *  CA?,? 3 f Sn 
- PUY( 1 .2  I=-TC*CA 1 c a r 3 c 2 r 5 ' :  
DUu( 1 r 3 ) = r C * C A I  CAB? ?C T C  
DUY(  1 r 4 ) = C A  2 C 4 B C 2 E r 9 3  
. .  3U94(  :,F )= - 'C*SIh( (4= \<(  f C t 2 ) )  CA9C 2 C  Qr  
C 3 M ( 2 * 2 ) = (  L E U (  I C *  1 )*3CIU( 1  * 2 ) - 4 5 u (  I c e 2 1  * T C * C A 2 ) / 1 2 .  C 4 0 C 2 1 2 t  
D'J*( 2 * 7 ) = 9 = M f  I C ,  1 ) -3UV(  1 r l ) / l Z .  C 4 0 ? ? 1  I f  
- -  - 
Cur t  ? * 4 ) = (  4c'-@( IC* 1 ) * Z A 2 - A F u (  f C  , 2 )  * C A I  ) / I  2 .  CAHC 2 123  
DU94( . ? * 5 ; ) = f i = w (  1 C . I  ) * T C * E I V ( A D C (  I C r ? )  ) / : 2 .  Can. 2: 3C 
3 U Y (  2r6 )=AcW(  I C *  1 l n S U j J (  1 * 3 ) / 1 2 *  C A 8 0 2 ? 4 f '  
D Y J ' ~ (  3.2 ) = - ~ c ' J (  IC* ~ ) * ? u v (  1 . 2 )  / I  2 0  C 4 5 7  22 50 
9tJ'.'( ? *  3 ) ~ ( - 4 ? ' . ' (  j)*?iJ\:( 1*3)-?.=1@ ( T C * Z ) & T C * C E 2 ) / 1 2 e  C &a: r L -3: 
0 ! J v ( ? * 4 ) = ( A t ' r (  I C *  ? ) * C a ? - h = W (  1: * 3 ) m C k 2 )  / 1 2 *  f h'3c 2 1 7 7  
. ~ '\ 
I 
I I I I 
!-FILE: C:BLF ~ ~ F T P L W  7: G R U Y W A N  D A ' L  
D!IH( 3 * 7 ) = - A c ' 4 (  f C e  2 ) * T C + S I N ( A D C (  I C  or ! )  ) / 1 2 a  
. P V Y (  3 r  6 ) = - A c u (  ICm 3)*3UK( 1.6)/120 - . . .-. .- 
3 ' J ' 4 ( 4 * 4  )=-I l 
D U Y ( 4 * 9 ) = 4 < 5 ' . J U * 1 2 a  
. . I = (  I C o G T * 2 )  D U U ( 4 r P ) = P K S Y L ~ l Z o  . . - .  . - . . . - .- - . - 
C A L L  DC5Sn( f C * 3 U Y ( F * t  ) * b U u ( S r 2 )  o D U H f 5 * 3 )  . O U M ( 6 * 1 )  * D U M < d r Z )  
1 D U u ( ~ * 3 ) * 7 U u ( 7 * 1 ) . ? U U ( 7 ~ 2 ) * 1 7 ( U Y ( 7 0 3 ) )  
- a D ' ) u ( F i r C ; ) = - l .  . . -  
& 5 OUq(  h * 6 ) = -  l l 
& 
. * 
t- O V M ( 7 * 7 ) = - 1 *  
I. 
i - -  -- - - bUu( 9ee)= -1  a . . - 
C A L L  3 C G T H ( I ) U ~ ~ ( R *  1 ) * 3 U V (  3 * 2 ) * D U W ( 8 0 3 )  * I C o I  I 
:- CALL V Z S H (  3 . 8 )  
. . 4 4 q  J o I r 3  
00 649  K = 1 *  3 
6 4 0  F X S (  J * K  ) = F X S (  J *<  ) + C . U V ( J * K )  
59: C3'4f I Y U E  . .  . ~ - -  - .-. ~ ... - .  ~. . . 
5 C A 3 0  A E 7 0  I N C G f U E N f  S  
6 2 3  O= . 5 r G c l t ) t V 3 * V "  
. .  05=0*5W 
IF (  VO eNF.3. I Q c V = Q S / V 3  
I F ( V 3 * E O a ? a  ) O S V = 3 a  
: - - -  IF(v~.N:=.-. )32~==4/( t . *vn )  - - -  .- - - - .  - . 
I F I V O o E Q * ?  a )BC!V=;r 
Y v = c V s o * ? ~ v  
. -- E L V = C L W * ? S V * B  . .. 
E Y V = C Y  R o * O S V * R  
V 3 = t Y D F * ? S * 9 2 V  
. -. - -. . € L P = C L o a * Q 7 V * O 5 * 9  
EYD=CNPP*PTV*QS*f? 
y==:r;P.tastszv 
.. - F L = = C L c P * q ? V * Q S * ?  
'Yc=ChJ2D*93VoQg+f3  
V  PE=CYCC"*3S  
- . - - - . - E V D C = C N 9 = 3 * 0 S * C  
~ ~ ~ G = C ~ ' S 0 + 7 S * P  
v 3 A = C Y C W * Q S  
. - E V 3 4 = C t l 3 4 0 * O S = J  
F L 3 A = C L C A T * Q S * S  
V  DS=CY Dcs* 7 5  
.. -. .. . t N T ) S = C h 9 S D * O S * q  
CLDS=CL  P S 3 * O S * 9  
4 2  0 3  1 1 3  I = l r 1 4  
. 03 1 1 3  J Z l r 1 4  
C?? 1 1 3  K - 1 9 3  
11 3 C'-44T( I J s K  ) = C ?  OC 
.C--. Y F?aCE cOlJ4T f3N . - 
C V A t (  : e l * !  I = - F X C (  1 9 1 )  
C U A T (  I r ! r ? ) = - Y V - S N U 3 (  l ~ l ) ~ F F ; I C ( 1 ~ 4 ~ - F F I C ( ~ ~ l )  
CV4-(  l o  1 r 3 ) = b m 4  
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W=U+2 C9l.C 2r970 
. . . .. .. . 'u3 t3 5 . - - ...-A ,---. - - . ,  -.- C'U.0289C 
3 ~ ~ t K ) r C U ~ X ( S N C C t ~ O O T S ( 2 * 1 - 1 ) ) . 0 . )  CBLC 2e9C 
K=K+ l  C9LC 2 9 C O  
. .  IC( COOTS< Z * I  eEO .CC )GO T 0 5 .. - .. . - .  - . - -  - -- - - -  C 9 L C 2 9 1 C  
~ ~ t u ~ = c ~ q w ~ s ~ c l ~ s o o t s ( ~ * 1 ~ ~ . 3 e ~  C9L.C 29 20 
K o K + l  Ct#C 293C 
5.1=1+1 ........ . .  . . . . .  -. .. . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  - . .....- C%C 2940 
IF( K l GE eY4A )CETURY CBL02Q5C 
G?) T3 1 C 8 L @ 2 9 G C  
. . . . .  -. . END . - -  - - 
- . ------.- -,-,----  CSLC29tC 
S'JB93UTINE '~OCVRT(AC.QOCT.KOWt.MM.0eA.T)  CJlC2990 
. D I Y E Y S I G Y  <r)WT( 3) CC#C 2990 
. - - - D 3 U F Z L f  P 3 t f  15109 4C(5)mfOC!?<5)aQCS) a f t 3 1  aA<S)  . . - - .  ----- C & C ~ C - S ~  
DM)&€ PqEC I S I C Y  q l (  1 ) a 9 2 (  1) *%.V.Dt C*,C 3C 10 
D6W5LE P G E C I S I C Y  0 2  DA3S . tOL s S 1  52 C%L33C2t  
. . .  ._ COYYON /rJAGK/ C 1 . 0 2 a X a N I X  . . . .  .- . - . . - - C3LQ3C3C 
Y = uu CEK03Q40 
90 I= ( A ? ( H + l ) )  l C 3 a 9 S . ¶ @ d  CSLO 3G50 
. 9 s  =r)oT( u 1 = 9 e 3 C  - . .- - - - - . - . - - - . - - . . - I.. C S L C 3 3 5 C  
K 3 V N T ( ( ( u + l ) / 2 )  = 0 C 3 t C  ?O?C 
M = Y - 1  C9LC I C B n  
,---Go 73 9 C  - .......... - -  * . . . . . . . . . . .  - c a c 3 c 3 c  
t O C  T.# = 1eDS C3LC 3 1 0 3  
I' ( W  - 1) 4 4 C . 1 3 3 . 1 6 6  CSLC 3 1 l C  
2 3 3  . F 0 3 t ( l )  = - A 3 ( 2 )  / A O t l l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ......... CSLC312C 
K 3 U 4 7 (  I )  = 0 CBLC.3 t 3L 
G3 TO 463 C R 2 . 3 2  4C 
-. ............. . 2 0 3 . K 0 0 E  = -1 . .  - ... - ..... - . - ....... C%C 31 SO 
N = M  CSLC 31 62 
N l = Y c l  C9LC 31 70 
K =.-f . -. - - -  -- . . . - _  -- -- -. -- - -- - --- .f 3 L C  3 190 
09 1 1 9  I = 1.Nf  C S L C l l 9 C .  
Ita A ( I )  = A3( I) C X C 3 2 3 E  
I ~ ( A t Y - t ) ) ! 1 5 ~ I l 2 ~ 1 1 5  ... - . .  - .  CSLS 32:C 
112 01 (1 )=  1.0-5 CBLC 322C 
8 2 ( 2 ) =  I . @ - 9  CBLC 323C 
. . . . .  . . . .  .-----.-.--.GO TO 1 2 9  -. . - ..- .. -. - . - . . C 9 L $  JZIC! 
115 R t ( f  ) t - L t N + l ) / A ( Y - t )  C3LC 32SC 
e l (  I)= -q2( I)* ( 4 ( N - Z ) / A ( N - 1 ) )  - A ( N ) / 4 ( N - l )  CI#032hf 
. 12C f F  t N  - 2) 1 2 1 r l 2 2 , 1 3 C  . . .  C A C  327Q 
1 2 1  UOU*V(K+I)  = c c n t  3zsa 
A ( ? )  = - A t 2 )  / A t 1 1  CRLO3295 
- . - 63 t3 3?? . . - . - . - - A . - . . C I C 3 3 Q C  
1 2 2  K H I V r ( K + t )  = 0 C%.:t31.? 
A(2b * - A 4 2 1  / A t 1 1  C-JLC312C 
fit31 = - A t 3 1  / A t ¶ )  CBLQ 3 3 3 C  
b--- -- GO .T3 .3 12 - -. -.-- -. .- - .  - -. . . . ---- .--- CBCC 334C 
13C CALL CFOWL(T(Y-2)eO(N ) )  CBLC 3350 
I t E 9 8  = 9 C9L03363 
K E Y - =  30 . -.--..---.---- ---- - C % . . C 3 3 7 3  -- 
INK = 1 3  CaLO 3?SC 
MURDER =ZO C-f. 3390 
L 3 V E  = 4 ~ -----.--- - - - C ! k C  3436 - 
220 ITERR = ITEQB + 1 CBLO301G 
233 Q t t )  = A ( ¶ )  CSLP34tC 
. .  2 = 4 2  + 31(1)* Q I l )  - - .... - .*- ---. - -- C X C  3&32 
03 24.3 J r 3.Nl  C ~ C C  3445 
24C O ( J )  = A t 3 1  + 31(1)* 0 t J - 1 )  4 R 2 ( 1 ) *  O(J-2)  Ct#C 3450 
----- T t I )  = 0 4 1 )  . . - - . - - . - . - . _ _ . -- - - . . . . .-----.--- CSLC 3455 
T ( 2 )  = O ( 2 )  + 31(1)* T ( l )  CBL.? 34 70 
00 253 J  + SeN1 CFIL'?34SC 
---25r?- T ( J - 2 )  = 044-2) + A l ( I ) *  T(J-3) + B2(1)* f(.#-&) - - -c9CC ?49c 
X= f31( I)* T t N - 1 )  + 82( I ) *  T(N-2) C'3LC353C 
CALL RUF* ( ~ ~ 0 )  C 3 L C 3 f l t  
. ~ - B t ( l ) =  E l (  11+ D l  -.. - -.- -. - . - - - - . - . - - . - . - . - - - - - - - - - - - .  C3LS3S2C 
F12( l )=  !32(1')+ 0 2  C a b  3s3c 
IF  ('CODE) 260 .253 .260  C3LC 3543 
2 6 3 - 1 =  (TOL*  D I B S t D I )  --CA9S(91(1))).25lr261e2?C.---- C3LC355C 
261 I F  ( t 7 L *  OABS(D2) - 3A9S(B2(  1) 1)  262.262 927C  csle 3550 
262 I F  ( I f 3 O E )  265.253.460 C M C  3576 
- 263 KODE = 2 - - - - . .- - . . . . -. . . -. -- - - . . .. . --.  ... -- -- . --- _ . CSLC 358C 
264 Sl = D I B S ( Q 1 )  C9Lb359C 
$2 = OABSI 0 2 )  C 3 L O 2 5 3 C  
--.-. . GO TO 223 . . . . . . . - . . - -  - --  . . - . ---, . C#C351!: 
265 L3VE = L l V F  - 1 CWQ 352C 
IF ( L 3 V F )  2 2 3 r 2 9 2 r 2 2 0  C 3 t C  3 A 3 C  
2 7 "  I F  ( I T E Q 9  - KEY 220. 271 .271  ... . - . . --  - - - -- -.--- .. C3LT344C 
2 7 1  WUQOEG = VURDFQ - 1 CSLC 36 5 C  
I F  t Y U F 3 E c )  4 9 9 e 2 8 5 e 2 7 2  C3LC ?+ 5 3  
~ - _ 2 ? 2 . . K E Y  a K E Y  .+ INK - . . . - - . - . . . - . - - - . . - - . . . . . . -. . . .-. . _ .- . C 3 L C 3 6 7 f  
62( 1  )=-R2( 1 ) - e 5 3 C * ( B l (  1 )**2)  C9CC 3595 
GO T 3  22Q C3LC 3 6 3 C  
-286 I' (4eDc*  DABS(b1)  - 5 1 1  2 9 1 r 4 l C . 4 1 0  . .. . . .  -- C9LC 37CS 
2 8 1  I F  ( 4 e C n *  O A g S ( 0 2 )  52) 2 6 4 r 4 1 0 e 3 1 0  C # f  3 7 1 3  
285 ITE99  = 991) C9LC372C 
-- ,~~FL.K K. + I -.- -- -.- . .  - - . -A - - , -  __--- L. C ~ L C  37 3r .- 
K O U N T ~ K I  = I T E ~ ~  * IC C ~ L O  374r 
A t Y )  = R l ( 1  B C3LC 373C 
-.,. . A(N1)  = €324 1) . - . - - . . . . . . . .  - - C3LF 374: 
N = Y - 2  C m O 3 7 7 G  
N1 = Y t  - 2 CSLC 378C 
30 300 1 I r N 1  . .  - . - A -  . -. - - - ~ .. - . . C3LC37'5:  
CSLE 3 0 2 3  
I F ( b A O S ( B l (  1 )  ).Lt l e l D G * O S O F : T ( ~ A B S ( I Z 2 ( 1 ) )  ) 1 C 3 t C  3'31: 
1 9 1 t  ~ ) = o I W * ~ S Q F T ( D A @ S ( B ~ (  1 1 ) )  . . . . .. C3LC392C 
GCI t3 ?20 c s ~ ~ . . t e + :  
3 t d  09 323 I f I S M  CStC 394C 
x = I ? (  t + 1 )  - - - -  - . .  - - - . . -  .- . C3LC.39'5: 
A,?( I+I)  = I( I + ¶ )  C ~ L P  sfthc 
32C A i  ? + l )  t x C 3 t C  3973 
96 
MURDER r - 1  CMC 3610 
- -  N U . . . . . . . . . .  ..-.--*.. . . -. . -. . . .  . - . .  - ... - .-_.-.-- C9LO 3390 
N l - N + l  C a d  3903 
L a N  C ~ C 3 9 1 0  
... ---- LS.. 0 . .  ---- ......... -- . -_------ ----.--..- .___--- C%.939PQ 
C4LL GF;OWL( TtN-2) r O ( N )  CsLb393C 5 1 
330 If CL - 1) 443.340~40C C K 6  3940 
--34C. _t+Ea8.  = 3 ,  - -- -- - -  -- ----- - - - , - , . .  teLO3950 . 
Q ( l t  = A f t )  CBCC 3 9 6 C  
E?1(1)= A3421 CBC(23910 
:JS_C_.~~ESR = ITERS + I - -. --- . -,,~ ---. . -- . . . . . .  - - . - - ~ . , - -  ~ ( 1 ~ ~ 3 9 9 0  . 
.T 03 343 J = t . Y I  C a d  309C R ; 365 OtJ)  = b ( J )  8141)*  O4J-1) C9CO4C3C. - 
;---- Tt 1) = Q t l )  - .  - -  - - .- - - --.. --.-- - ---.. CBLC43 12 
03 370 J 3mNt c m e r c ~ o  
,: 373 t (J -1 )  = OtJ-1) + B l ( t ) *  T(J-2) C6%C4C3@ = 
. .. ........ . . . . . . . . - . .  : - . - . . .  01 .1tN1) 0 T ( Y )  ..- -- .-, cRLc4C40 
e ~ t r  )= er t  t  14 o t  C U L Q ~ S  5 3  1-i 
CcWQ4dfiO fc (O&eS(I?t( IB) - TffL* bbBS(D1)) 380.394.390 
:,380 1" 4 I T E R 8  - 8 )  350m385.35E . -._ .. -- - _ .. - - - -  CBLC4370 " 
i: 385 1 + 3 8  = 9 CS10498d 1 
39G K W T ( K 4 1 )  It598 C B L C 4 0 Q C  m, 
- - 4 . ; r ( 2 t  = e t t - t )  ---.- -- ~ 3 ~ ~ 4 2 ~ s  - 
G 3  71) 443 CtX04t 10 
4 3 . C K = K + I  C8LO4120 
. . . . . . - . . . . . .  - . . . . - . . - -  - -- C9LO4130 f KOOE = C 
.01( 1 )= ~ C ( L  CmC4140 4 
CSLC4tSC g 82(1)= A(?(L+l)  
; I f E c 3  = K t ? m t ( K )  .. . - . - . - - - - - - - - -. . - . . -  - , -.---- - -  - . C9L64152 
C s l C  4 1 t P  KEY = 1TEFb 4 8 
I= < Y  - Z )  2239 409.220 C B L C 4 t  8 C  
..................... 
-A ,-.-_..-.I-- -..---. CBLC4130 
410 X t  R t ( l ) * * 2  + 4eOC* 9241) ~ ~ ~ 0 4 2 ~ 3  
I F  ( X I  4X.439.430 Cr#04210 
........ .-- .-.. ..... . . ... ---42C..b?(L) = &DC* OSWTt-XI - - -  . - - .-.- . .  ..- C 9 L C  422G 
A9(L+21 = m53E* 9 1 ( l )  C 3 L E * t . t @  
U3UNT(K) -1TZE8 CsLC*Z13 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . - -  ..... ----- . - 
- CBLC 425C 
-I 








63 TlJ 333 CsLC426O i 3 
430 x = DSORTt X CtXO427O 
5 ( 1 - 4 3 2 4 3 1 4 3  . -  - _ - . - - - - , - - - - .  '-C9LC429@ 432 X = -X CSL0429P a 
C9LC*4330 3. b" 
. . . . .  AO(L41) + -Y211)/ hE'(L1 . . . . . . . .  + -  . . - .- - - - - .- C'%C)4310 
433 K3UNftK) = 1TEF)S C B L C 4 3 2 6  2 
L r L - 2  C8CC 4330 
- .-..GQ. +O 333 . . . .  .....-.. .-. . . - - - . 4- - . . -- C9LC434C 
440 J = VI cm.c r 353 
D.3450 I S l r Y  ~ 0 ~ c . 4 3 6 9  p 
.......... QOOTI 1 )  = 4045) . - . - .  - . C%C 4?70 
A U l J )  - A ( J )  C9LObf63 
4 S ? J - J - 1  C9L04396 
. . . . . . .  - - .  - . * .  . - C B L C Q ~ C O  




DOUBLE PaEC tS13N L( t ) e B e X ( 2 3 m Y ( 2 )  *t C9L0 44 3C 
- -  -CI)WWIo?( / B A R K /  X . B . N I W  . .. --. --. - --. - -- - - - -. - . - .- - - - -  . . . --- . --- C ~ L C ~ & ~ C  
RETURN CBLC44SO 
ENTRY RUFF c3LC 4460 
d . _ X - =  e - .- . - . . .-- - d - - - - - - - -  -..-- L S L C I 4 7 0  --. 
t' 1 A B S ( S H C L i 9 ) )  - A B S ( S N C L ( A ( 2 ) l ) )  1 e O e 1 2 0 a l 1 0  cxc 44 90 
100 t * 8 / A t 2 )  C3LC4490 
r - 2 [ 2 1  =. f T*Yt  1) . - . - Y t 2 3 ) .  1 CA.t.21--- -T*Al lJ .$  --- -- LLTC4500 -- 
% ( l )  = - ( 4 t 1 ) * % ( 2 )  + V ( 1 ) )  0 A t 2 8  CstC 4520 
azTuaN CALC 4520 
,---212 .T = 4( 2 j  / B - .  .. . - . . -. -- .- . + - - .  - . . - . - . --,-..--- ---. C3LC.4533 
X i 2 1  * ( T * y ( Z )  - Y t 1 ) )  / ( A t l )  - T * A f 2 ) )  CSLC 4 5 4 ~  
X ( 1 1  = - ( A t Z ) * X ( 2 )  4 Y ( 2 ) )  / FI CJLC 4552 
---_-. -RETURY - .  - . - -  ------ -. --- C S t 4 5 5 :  . 
123 f F  (SNGI - (6 ) )  110*130.110 c3Lc 4579 
130 Y I X  = 1 CBLC45RC 
: . -  --PETUCiY . . . .. - .- . .- ~ . -  .-.-- --. - -  - . - - .- - - - - . ..-- .- . -. -.- - . . . - C.3l.C 4SQC 
END ~t3t.C. 46C9 
C S t c r e i C  
. -  - . -. . .  . . . . --..- ---+...----.-.----- ..--.-_ .---.---_- c3Lcu2c  - .  B 

am72 
- --.- .. . . - . - -. -- .0@0805 . . --- - ~ .  152.C - _ -  9 a 7 6  - - -- --I *'.. - 12.5 - - -. . . - -. 
- a $  3 .-6 9 21.0 22.95 
3 • 7.  96 -96 -5m -5. 
.- 75.0 - . - . .  263. - _ . . .- 95 l 0 .  . - ' 5 .  105. 
6 .  r) . 6. 27. 8 O m  0.  
nm 09 l 9 0.0 0. 
06' . fi@ 
-- . .- . - - - - - . .. 
. O ?  
-- --- - - - . - - . . . . - - .- - 
l 00 
. -  ---. 
?C0.3 
- - .- - .'% -- .----. 
E 181: 96. 152. 6.66' 
a • -5.9 0 .  2. 3. 20 
--- --- - 3 . --  - . 2. 780. - ... 96, . . _ _ _  - 72 - -. . . - . 
-96. 72. 8 C  83 50,  
5 C o  5, 50. 6. 0 ,  0. 
0 . 0 l 
. , 3 - * * - ~  - -- - -. - - - . C. . -- 0 .  ,;*-. . - - ..--- - - - - - . - - - . - - 
1.53 . 237c 0022 3 i0 
.ce GO.  3. o.ea 0. 0 .  
c . 
-- -. . - - - - -- .- - -. - -. . c -.  .FJ f ' a o .  r).OO'! 0 .  - - . . 
0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0 .  
0, "; 9. 0 .  I). e. 
-- - SARPLE 31'A-L3t? :HAS 03 ?!i?ZP./E!!O ZPANS PUUC if FESEShCK 6 ?93Q 3ZSP. 
I - ?  2 0 9 2 ? I 1  3 5 C 0 1 1 1 2  C 0 - 1 6 0  
137 7 .5  
-- 138 -10C. - - .~ ~ .. - -- -. . . . . - . . - -  - . . 
146 -13C. 
43 C .  
c 9  6, 
- -  - .  . - . . . . - - .- - - - - - . - - - - . . . - - -  - . -  * - . ~ -  - - .  - - . -  
SXEFLE INPUT POP CABLZLESS HODEL W T B A I S ? Z B  PUICTrON OPTfOU 
1 c -  0 ' _ c t . _ " - . ? _ - ~  - 75 - 3 .-- -----. -- - - - ----- ---- 
40 -.865 f .----. [ 89 045. gj 
. 9- . -  - . .  
. g. SAI¶PLZ OF ACTIVE CABLE SYSSEY-LA? D X  RODE Y TRLIS. iUUC. OP. 
f. 1 9  0 3 0 2 9 1 0 1 0  d G C 1 t ?  2 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.- - - . - . .- CASELNQE & -SANPLE P4TA-LONG CHAc OF TH€TA/EMO -TRANS CUNC U FEEDBACK G..CACO PESP.. . . . . . .- .- 
FRONT C A G L f  HORIZONTAL.CEAR CABLE V E R T I C A L  
N3 SNUBSERS 
NO L I F T / * N T I - L I F T  CABLE 
FEEDBACK L O G I C  I N  
- - .-- - - - -- * 
CODE N 9 S  FflP T H  I S CASE. 
I 7 3 4 5 t 7 8 9 11 1 2  13 1 4  1 16 17 18 19 2 0  1 2 2  23 2 4  
1 -1 2 0 - 0  Z 0 1 0 _ . 3 -  0 -  0 - 0  1 9 1  2 0 0 1 6 0  0 0 0 0 0 
DATA CM4NGE 
1 3 7  T o r 0 0 0  
.-.-- - 1 3 0  - ' "F o Q C .  - -. _ .   -- . _ . . . . . - -- . -_- .. -- . --~ . . . 
14" - . . 000 
-h FCEW-. ,Y F E S ~ O N S E  COYDUTATlON 
en. ATT ..DEPLTN.L CABLE TENSION 
-- THETA * .  1 . ~ 3  OEG-. -. .. . . .. . - - . . - -. - - - -. - . * . - 
DELTA = - 1 . 1 3  DEG 
F R T  CAR. T E N T l O Y r  " . 1 2 7 3 9 1 F  0 3  L 3 S  
. . .  am CAI?. IEYSI ;~  = S ~ I C O Z ~ ~ E  03  ~ 3 s  - - . - - - 
++tt L O N C I T U C I N h L  STAB IL  1TY *t++ 
- 
COWPVTATION O F  THF'/ E r O  NUMERATOP fiOOTS 
-. - PCLYW.)IY_W. const TEDM FIEST . - -- . .~ - - -  ~ 
0 . 9 6 9 8 4 7 E  63 0 ~ 1 5 3 2 4 l E  0 2  0 . 5 2 1 0 2 S E  3 2  
a E E I L  IMAGINARY T H/D-S€C 1 /t H / b  P E R 1  00-SEC DNATP-CPS UNDNAT-CPS OAWP R A T I O  DECAV I ) f i l r O  
- 0 . 1 4 6 S E  00 4 - C 0 4 3 0 4 E  91 C . 4 7 3 2 E  0 1  0 . 2 1 1 3 E  00 0 .146OE 0 1  O.685OE 00 C o 6 8 5 3 E  00 O o 3 4 O Z L - 0 1  0 0 8 0 7 4 t  00 
P 
P O L Y N O q I I L . . W  COtJaT 759'4 F I F S T  
0 . 6 3 1 1 5 Q C  07 0 0 3 9 1 4 1 6 E  06 0 0 3 9 9 3 9 5 E  0 6  0 . 7 1 8 O 0 7 E  0 4  O . l S O b 1 6 E  0 4  
3 0 - 4 t 5 8 I Z t  01  
- - .  a?& - ~ M A G I Y ~ C V  . T H / O - S C  I /T  n/o - PEPIOD-SEC ONATP-CPS-. UNDNAT-CPS DAMP R A T 1 0  . WCAV ~ A T I O  
-0.308F.C 00 + - 0 o 4 0 1 7 T  71 C.0 l 7 3 X  0 1  C . 5 7 S t E  00 0 . 1 5 6 4 E  01 0 . 6 3 9 4 E  0 0  0 . 6 4 2 s E  00 0.9(l7SE-O1 O a S 3 6 1 C  00 
4@ - @ . I 5 o r i E  0 1  *-r?.156* 07 0 . 4 3 4 W -  0 0  C . 2 3 0 2 5  0 1  0 . 4 0 0 3 E  00 0 . 2 4 9 W  01 0 1 2 5 1 1 E  01 0 . 1 0 1 1 E  00 O.S279€ 00 
- 0 . 3 1 9 4 5  0.3 _ - - -  - . . 0 . 2 1 7 O E - 0 2  0.4607C 0 3  .. . - 
FPC:JIIFNCV PFSPONC,T: O F  TllC T l l C T /  CMO TGANSTCP FUNCTl ON 
STEADY STATE G A I N  0*16C7E-C3 
AMP. V A L U E  
OetOR4E-03 
0. 12CSE-03 
0 . 1 4 2 3 t - 0 3  
O . l S 2 l L - 0 3  
0 * 1 6 0 0 F - 0 3  
0a1699E-03 
C *  t 7 I I l E - 0 3  
O.lI)7CE-03 
0 .19826-03  
0 .21  01E-03 
C. 22 Z ~ E - O ~  
0 *3C85€-03 .  
o . + a e t r - a 3  
O*SIS4E-O\  
0 .21  24C-C3 
0  90 18E-04 




O*l ' .?Rt-04 
0 * 1 2 4 5 E - 0 4  
0 .  tC29E-04 








































































































































































































































































C ~ S E  . ~ 3 =  S SAUPLT OF ACTIVF C ~ I  svsrcw-LAT o f a  want w TRANS. FUNGI OP. 
P f iONT C A B L E  HORIZONTALIREAR CIOLl !  V L R T l C A L  
NO SNU98ERS 
. . . .  . NO L I F T / A N T I - L l F T  C A I L L  
FEEDBACK L O G I C  I N  
- . -- . - - -. - - - - -- . . - - . ..... . - . -  - .. - . .  - - . . . .  . . . . . .  . - . . 
CODE NOS. Foe T n l  s c A 3 e .  
1 t 3 4 5 a 7 n 9 t o  t t  12 13  14  i s  16 17 t o  19 eo at 
I C C - - 0 . 0  2 0 1 0 1 0  0 . 0  0 t o  0 1 1  % 0 0 0 0 
DATA Ch4NGF 
C 0.3 
EM. 4 T T a a 3 E F L T M . t  C 4 8 L E  T E N S I O N  
- T H L ' A  1.03 DEG 
Q E L T L  3 -1 .33 D t G  
F R T  C L E O  T C N S I n Y =  3 . l Z t S 9 l E  0 3  L Y S  
. . .  tar) C.~..TEYSIW = 3.100214~ c3 LRS ........ . . . . . . .  .-- .. 
++tt L 4 T E R U / D l Q E C + I O N A L  S T A B l L l T V  +t++ 
C O ~ D ' l T A T l O N  O F  P S I /  FMO NUMCPATOFJ EOOTS 
P O L Y ! t 9 Y I A L . I .  CONST TEaM F I R S T  
- 0 . 3 4 5 n d 4 E  0 5  -0. l 7 Q Q C 1 C  0 8  -0 .904SSbC 0 4  -0. 1 5 9 3 2 1 C  0 1  4 . 8 9 4 4 5 0 1  0 3  
R C A  IYAGINARV T HID-scc I /T  n/o PL~IOO-SLC ONATC-ccs UWONAT-CPS O ~ W P  C A T ~ O  
- . . .  .-0. i zza:.g~.-.*r.t+2-~~oe - O A  . _o.saaor oo ... c. r 7 s o c  0.1. . 0 . ~ 6 2 9 ~  01 . o . ~ O O ~ L _ O O  .. 0 . 4 a t l 8  00 0 . 4 6 4 ~ ~  0 0  




4 5  bTI 
Bun 
fi M.k/-G& - SysCem 
9 4 - j  
. 







ACTIVE CABLE MOUTZ! SYSTEM 
Em em + Kim 4 + K g  where q m 'm 
EQ* 9. E * E  + E  
"Tar ='o 
Eq. LO. AT, = ATi ATfi 

-.. -.--. , .- 
4 FIGURE _7': SITRROV11INE A T  F W  CfiARI' 






































































































































































































































































































51cc erl9.J RUR roP vstw 
- 
TOP vEII*/ 
Y(4-J 

